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#   Deceleration 
A  Peak late diastolic mitral inflow velocity 
AF  Atrial fibrillation 
ANOVA  Analysis of variance  
BMI  Body mass index 
BSA   Body surface area 
DBP  Diastolic blood pressure 
DD  Diastolic dysfunction 
DT  Deceleration time 
E  Peak early diastolic mitral inflow velocity 
e’  Peak early diastolic myocardial velocity 
EDd  End diastolic diameter 
EF  Ejection fraction 
GrIV  Intraventricular velocity gradient 
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HFpEF  Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction 
HR  Heart rate 
IVRT  Isovolumic relaxation time 
LA  Left atrium 
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LV  Left ventricle 
LV   Left ventricle 
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nPG  Normalised pressure gradient 
PA  Pressure area 
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rPG  Relative pressure gradient 
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The assessment of left ventricular (LV) diastolic function is clinically relevant since 
abnormalities in LV filling have been associated with individuals at higher risk for 
hospitalisation and mortality and are the main LV functional abnormality among patients 
with heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). The assessment of left 
ventricular (LV) diastolic function is clinically relevant since abnormalities during LV filling 
phase have been associated with individuals at higher risk for hospitalisation and mortality 
and are the main LV functional abnormality among patients with heart failure with 
preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF).  Echocardiography plays the central role in proposed 
diagnostic algorithms; however, there is no single parameter that can distinguish among 
different stages of diastolic dysfunction in sinus rhythm using conventional 
echocardiography. Atrial fibrillation (AF) can be associated with diastolic dysfunction. In 
contrast with patients in sinus rhythm, due the loss of organised atrial activity and the 
consequent loss of the two-peaked pattern in diastole, most of the parameters used by 
conventional echocardiography are of little use in AF patients.  
Vector flow mapping (VFM) is a novel technology that uses speckle tracking and colour 
Doppler to visualise intraventricular fluid dynamics. The primary advantage of this technique 
is the ability to provide additional information regarding velocities perpendicular to the 
echocardiographic Doppler beam, facilitating the quantification of blood flow, without angle 
dependency. We believed that VFM technology can be used to differentiate normal from 
failing hearts with preserved ejection fraction (EF) by evaluating early diastole alone. 
We aimed to determine whether VFM might be of clinical use during diastolic functional 
assessments in situations without late diastole, such as during atrial fibrillation. 
AIMS 
In our study we hypothesised that the three principle VFM parameters; 1) intraventricular 
velocity gradient, 2) normalised intraventricular pressure gradient, and 3)  vortex 
parameters (sucking pressure and vorticity): 
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I) Would be closely associated with conventional echocardiographic parameters used 
to assess diastolic function; 
II) Could discriminate between groups with normal diastolic function and groups with 
mild and advanced diastolic dysfunction (DD) in the sinus rhythm, through the 
assessment of early diastole only (E wave), with good intra- and interobserver 
reliability 
III) Could discriminate between HFpEF and non-HFpEF patients in AF and control group 
in sinus rhythm with normal diastolic function. 
METHODS 
In the first study we included consecutive patients with normal LV EFs who were referred to 
an echocardiography laboratory for the evaluation of cardiac function. Patients were 
divided into three groups, based on diastolic function: i) mild DD (impaired relaxation 
pattern); ii) advanced DD (pseudo-normal or restrictive pattern); and iii) control group 
(normal diastolic function). We then performed a VFM analysis, examining  previously 
selected principal parameters (intraventricular velocity gradient, normalised intraventricular 
pressure gradient, vortex sucking pressure, and vorticity), which we believed could be used 
to describe diastolic function by assessing early diastole alone.  
In the second study we tested the same VFM parameters in patients with AF and normal LV 
EFs. Patients with AF were later divided into two groups: i) AF no-HFpEF, consisting of 
patients who presented at an annual cardiologic check-up in an out-patient clinic, with no 
history of heart failure symptoms within the last six months and were considered stable and 
symptom-free; and ii) AF HFpEF, consisting of patients admitted due to heart failure with 
preserved EF. A third group consisted of healthy controls in sinus rhythm.  
RESULTS 
We included 184 consecutive patients of which 124 were in sinus rhythm and 60 in AF. In 
the first study we tested VFM parameters in 121 patients in sinus rhythm, including 38 with 
mild DD, 26 with advanced DD, and 57 controls. The results were following:  1) 
Intraventricular velocities and the calculated intraventricular gradient (GrIV) could 
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discriminate among the three groups, with the highest GrIV values detected in the advanced 
DD group (13.6  5.0 vs. 6.8  2.5 vs. 5.3  1.9/s, p < 0.001). GrIV values strongly correlated  
with conventional indices of elevated LV filling pressure, such as E/e’ (r =0.751, p < 0.001). 
Moreover, the ratio between GrIV and mitral annulus early diastolic velocity (GrIV/e’) was 
identified as the strongest single predictor for the grade of DD (pseudo-R2 = 0.704, p < 
0.001) and was strongly associated with LV filling pressure, 2) during the acceleration time 
of early diastole, the normalised pressure gradient (nPG) in the left ventricle could 
distinguish among all three groups (96.35  61.78 vs. 38.86  27.95 vs. 20.82  12.42 mmHg, 
p < 0.001). During the deceleration of early diastole, the inversion of the gradients was 
observed, where advanced DD had significantly more negative #nPGLV values compared with 
the other observed groups (-119.75  79.23 vs. -36.11  25.41 in mild DD vs. -60.34  39.29 
mmHg in control group, p < 0.001) and 3) vorticity and vortex sucking pressure were 
significantly different among groups, with the mild DD group presenting the lowest values 
and the advanced DD group presenting the highest values. 
In the second study, we had tested the same VFM parameters in 60 patients with AF, 
including 29 with no symptoms of heart failure (AF No-HFpEF) and 31 with symptoms of 
heart failure (AF HFpEF) and compared them to 60 controls in sinus rhythm. We found that: 
1) GrIV was significantly higher in the AF HFpEF group compared with the other two groups 
(11.9  8.2 vs. 7.8  4.3 and 5.4  1.9/s, p < 0.001), and the ratio between GrIV and mitral 
annulus early diastolic velocity (GrIV/e’) had a power to discriminate among groups, with 
the highest values in the AF HFpEF group, followed by the AF No-HFpEF and Control groups 
(2.0  1.2 vs 0.9  0.4 vs. 0.5  0.2/s, p < 0.001). 2) During the acceleration time in early 
diastole, patients with AF displayed significantly higher normalised pressure gradients 
compared with those in the control group; however, no significant difference was identified 
between the No-HFpEF and HFpEF groups (50.7  32.7 vs. 72.0  67.2, p = 0.164). During the 
deceleration time, the inversion of gradients was observed; however, differences among the 
groups were not significant, and 3) parameters reflecting vortex strength suggested AF 
HFpEF group having the most negative sucking pressure and the highest vorticity, however 




In our studies we demonstrated that VFM technology can be used to visualise inflow fluid 
dynamics and to observe and quantify less well-known fluid phenomena during the cardiac 
cycle in sinus rhythm and AF. First study showed that GrIV was closely associated with 
conventional echocardiographic indices of elevated left ventricular filling pressure and were 
able to discriminate between groups with normal diastolic function and patients with mild 
and advanced DD in sinus rhythm. Particularly, the GrIV/e’ parameter has the potential to 
be used as a novel DD marker. In contrast, only the normalised intraventricular pressure 
gradient during the acceleration time of early diastole was able to discriminate among the 
groups with different stages of DD, whereas the vortex strength parameters appeared to be 
unaffected by DD. In the second study when tested in patients with AF with normal EF, only 
GrIV/e’ parameter demonstrated the potential to discriminate between those with and 
without clinical evidence of heart failure and control group in sinus rhythm, suggesting a 





Diastolic dysfunction (DD) is traditionally defined as any cardiac abnormality that requires 
an elevated filling pressure to achieve normal ventricular end-diastolic volumes. DD is 
present in the majority of patients with heart failure (HF), regardless of systolic function (1). 
Despite a number of unanswered questions regarding whether DD represents an early 
marker of HF associated with systolic dysfunction, the clinical identification and 
understanding of abnormalities associated with left ventricular (LV) filling dynamics remain 
necessary because these dysfunctions are associated with higher risks of hospitalisation and 
mortality (2). As people continue to live longer and an increasing number of individuals 
present with diabetes and obesity, the prevalence of HF with preserved ejection fraction 
(HFpEF) is predicted to soar in upcoming years (3–5). HFpEF is identified by the presence of 
symptoms and signs of HF, normal or mildly abnormal ejection fraction (EF) and DD (6). 
After significant coronary disease, pericardial constriction, heart valve disease, and 
arrhythmias have been excluded, multiparametric diastolic functional assessment together 
with biomarkers and clinical evaluation are used to make the diagnosis (7). Although HFpEF 
cannot be determined by a single echocardiographic parameter and is likely a combination 
of comorbidities, such as diabetes mellitus, renal dysfunction, iron deficiency, systemic 
arterial hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and anaemia, 
echocardiography plays a central role in all proposed diagnostic algorithms (7–9). 
 
Diastolic function in sinus rhythm 
The diastolic function assessment begins by assessing clinical data and physiological 
parameters, such as heart rate (HR), rhythm, and blood pressure. Then, 2-dimensional (2D) 
and Doppler measurements are acquired to assess ventricular wall thickness, chamber sizes, 
EF, and haemodynamic parameters, with special attention paid to the presence of valvular 
or structural heart disease. These initial steps are important because physiological 
conditions can have varying influences on measured parameters. When assessing the 
quality of images and the Doppler acquisition, the limitations of each parameter should be 
considered. Only those parameters that achieve sufficient levels of confidence should be 
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considered when formulating conclusions regarding diastolic function. Second, to correctly 
evaluate diastolic function, understanding the effects of age and sex on haemodynamic 
conditions is essential (7). Due to the interdependence of various factors and large overlaps 
between normal and abnormal values, some measurements that are influenced by 
physiological conditions (i.e. low HR) can fall outside of the normal rage, despite normal 
diastolic function; therefore, no parameters should be used in isolation. Consequently, in 
every individual subject consistency among at least three measurements should be achieved 
(10). The influence of  pre-test probability is another important concept. The measurements 
taken can only provide an estimation of the probability that someone has a DD or an 
elevated LV filling pressure. Thus, for young, healthy individuals, with no comorbidities and 
normal vital signs, abnormal parameters associated with elevated filling pressures are less 
likely to be useful for reaching a final judgment. The algorithms used during diastolic 
functional assessment represent compromises between accuracy, on the one hand, and 
clinical utility and efficacy, on the other hand. Therefore, the proposed logarithms work well 
among the general population but perform much worse in the presence of arrhythmias or 
structural heart diseases.  
Diastolic function, on the molecular level, can be understood as the continuous interplay 
between the active processes associated with the uncoupling of actin-myosin cross-bridges 
and phosphorylation of titin fibres (relaxation) and the opposing forces of elastic recoil 
(stiffness), which are further influenced by the proprieties of the pericardial sac and loading 
conditions. Relaxation is the regression of the forces generated by cross-bridges during the 
systole (11), and three determinants contribute to this decay: the detachment of cross-
bridges themselves, calcium reuptake, and the deactivation of cross-bridge binding sites 
(12). During hypoxemia or ischaemia, calcium reuptake is slowed, resulting in the 
prolongation of the relaxation rate, which will shorten again after hypoxemia is abolished 
(13).  
Stiffness is the primary surrogate of the elastic properties of the ventricle, expressed as a 
dP/dV slope on the pressure-volume loop (14). Titin and the extracellular matrix (including 
the visceral pericardium) are the two primary contributors to elastic forces. Stiffness can be 
modified through titin, by adrenergic stimulation (15), or by changes in the extracellular 
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matrix, which is composed of collagen and elastin components that are prone to 
degeneration and aging (16). 
Diastole begins at aortic valve closure, followed by isovolumetric relaxation (IVR), rapid 
diastolic filling (early diastole or E wave), diastasis, atrial systole (late diastole or A wave), 
and, finally, mitral valve (MV) closure. The early rapid filling is the most important phase 
because it is the only phase modulated by both ventricular stiffness and relaxation. For 
example, chamber stiffness is reflected through the recoil forces and can be expressed 
mathematically as the E wave deceleration time during the early filling phase (17); 
simultaneously, the deceleration of the E wave, also referred to as delayed relaxation, is 
affected by cross-bridge uncoupling, which continues after IVR and throughout most of the 
early rapid filling period (18). The parameters that correlate with relaxation and/or 
myocardial stiffness are now commonly and independently reported in studies of HFpEF 
(19).  
DD is a continuum that ranges from impaired relaxation, with normal LV filling pressures, 
characterised by low E wave velocities relative to A wave velocities, the pseudo-
normalisation of inflow, in which the shapes of the E and A waves resemble normal 
physiology, to a restrictive filling pattern, with particularly elevated filling pressures, 
characterised by tall E waves and insignificant A waves (20).  
To distinguish among varying grades of DD, four principal, recommended parameters have 
been identified, as well as several supplemental parameters (10). First, mitral E velocity 
directly reflects the left atrium (LA)-LV pressure gradient, which is highly dependent on the 
LV relaxation rate and LA pressure (LAP). Moreover, mitral E velocity is affected by LV 
volume alterations and elastic recoil and, therefore, decreases with age (21). However, 
despite being subjected to physiological conditions, mitral E velocity is an easy to obtain and 
highly reproducible measurement. Second, mitral annular e’ velocity, derived from tissue 
Doppler, is associated with the LV relaxation Tau index and has been mathematically 
associated with LV restoring forces (22). Because LV filling pressures have minimal effects on 
e’ in the presence of impaired LV relaxation, e’ is thought to be less load-dependent than 
blood-pool Doppler parameters. However, e’ is highly affected by regional wall motion 
abnormalities, pericardial disease, mitral annulus calcifications, prosthetic valves, and 
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surgical rings. In addition, e’ decreases with aging and has high variability in terms of cut-off 
values. The ration between these two parameters is known as the E/e’ ratio, which 
represents the inflow velocity corrected for the effects of ventricular relaxation, which 
better reflects LV filling pressures (23,24). E/e’ values above 14 have high specificity for 
identifying increased LV filling pressure; however, because values below 8 indicate a normal 
LV filling pressure, values between 8 and 14 represent a very wide grey zone of E/e’ values 
for which the LV filling pressure is indeterminate (25). The third variable is the peak velocity 
of the tricuspid regurgitation (TR) jet, which, in the absence of pulmonary disease, is directly 
associated with the non-invasive estimation of mean LAP values, with important prognostic 
implications (26–28). The fourth variable is the LA maximum volume index, which reflects 
the cumulative effects of increased LV filling pressure over time and is an independent 
predictor of death, HF, AF, and ischaemic stroke (29,30). The LA maximum volume index 
provides diagnostic and prognostic information regarding the chronicity of the disease; 
however, this value can be misleading under conditions of bradycardia, high-output states, 
AF, and MV disease. The dilatation of the LA can occur in well-trained athletes, despite 
normal diastolic function. LA measurements are also subject to foreshortening and 
suboptimal image quality. Only after considering all four parameters mentioned above, 
relative to known clinical data, haemodynamic status, and ventricular geometric features 
reflected in the LV mass and relative wall thickness, diastolic function can be evaluated with 
a sufficient level of certainty (10).  
 
Diastolic function in atrial fibrillation  
AF has been linked with both DD and HF, and most commonly they coexist (31,32). 
Depending on the type of AF, the prevalence of HF among this population ranges from 33% 
to 56% (33). Normally, DD with increased LV filling pressures can cause LA enlargement, 
resulting in AF. Therefore, AF, per se, is highly predictive of HFpEF (34). However, AF may 
cause LA enlargement, regardless of the degree of DD and LV filling pressures; therefore, 
the assessment of DD among this population is extremely challenging. Furthermore, altered 
LA pressure and the loss of organised atrial activity, with the consequent absence of mitral 
inflow A wave and the reversal pulmonary vein wave, causes the two-peaked pattern of 
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diastole to disappear, making most parameters less reproducible and valid compared with 
those in the population with normal sinus rhythm.  
In patients with AF and a depressed EF, shortened deceleration times (DT < 160 ms) are 
quite predictive of increased LV filling pressures and adverse outcomes; however, in 
patients with normal EF, additional parameters are necessary to assess filling pressures 
(35,36). Some parameters have been validated against invasively measured pulmonary 
wedge pressures, such as E velocity > 1.9 m/s, IVR time (IVRT) < 65 ms, deceleration time of 
pulmonary venous diastolic velocity < 220 ms, E wave over mitral propagation velocity ratio 
(E/Vp > 1.4), and E/e’ ratio > 14 (37–40), with the E/e’ ratio performing the best (41). 
However, most parameters showed very limited reproducibility, and their utility during 
diastolic functional assessment is questionable, especially in populations with preserved EF 
(42). Another important limitation of diastolic functional assessment is that parameters in 
patients with AF must be measured in matching R-R intervals, rather than as averages of 
many cycles. Recently, dual Doppler probes, that utilise simultaneous tissue and spectral 
pulse Dopplers, have facilitated the acquisition of both E and e’ velocities during the same 
cycle, overcoming the problems associated with high R-R interval variability and providing 
more reliable measurements (43,44). This technology was also used in our study. Despite 
many limitations, echocardiography it is still recommended and the widely used 
examination tool in assessment of patients with heart failure and AF (10).  
 
Intraventricular flow dynamics  
At the LV chamber level, diastole represents the continuous interplay between elastic recoil 
forces and relaxation forces, relative to the load encountered (45,46). Throughout the early 
rapid filling phase, these forces generate intraventricular pressure gradients that result in 
the acceleration and deceleration of trans-mitral flow. Early diastole is sinus rhythm can be 
divided into two phases. During the first phase, as the MV opens, blood is accelerated nearly 
simultaneously along the entire length of the ventricle, and shortly after this occurs, high-
speed blood flow from the atrium through the mitral annulus forms an inflow jet; the 
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backward motion of this structure with simultaneous forward blood flow has been 
associated with the formation of the vortex ring (47,48). 
The vortex ring appears in three-dimensional (3D) views as a closed tube, with a torus-like 
shape, which can be observed in the three-chamber apical view on 2D echocardiography as 
a counter-rotating vortex pair, one distal to the anterior MV leaflet and another distal to the 
posterior MV leaflet. Vortex formation in normal hearts creates a virtual hydrodynamic 
channel that may facilitate efficient MV closure and efficient diastolic filling (49), minimising 
kinetic energy losses and preventing thrombus formation (50). In contrast, early filling 
associated with impaired relaxation and reduced compliance produces a passive and weak 
vortex ring, resulting in increased convective inflow deceleration, forcing the heart to work 
against adverse pressure gradients earlier and closer to the MV (51), which may explain the 
strategy used to maximise rapid mass transport from the atrium to the LV apex by raising 
the LAP. Moreover, altered early filling vortex formation has been identified in dilated 
ischemic cardiomyopathy, suggesting a relationship between abnormal vortex formation 
and LV dysfunction (52,53). However, no echocardiographic parameters that are used in 
everyday practice have been able to describe this behaviour.  
Intraventricular velocities and vortexes during early diastole are direct consequences of 
pressure gradients between the LA and the apex, which are determined by the stiffness and 
relaxation of the LV (54). Pressure gradients and diastolic function can be measured 
invasively (55); however, these approaches are not useful for everyday clinical practise. 
Conventional echocardiography can sufficiently measure pressure gradients between 
chambers with large pressure differences and narrow orifice areas, such as right ventricular 
systolic pressure estimation by TR (56). However, to measure pressure differences between 
the LA and LV during diastole, under conditions with small pressure difference, large orifice 
area, and the non-uniform nature of the ventricular velocity profile, reproducible and 
accurate calculations of pressure gradients are almost impossible to perform using single-
point measurements. Therefore, conventional echocardiography requires the use of several 
indirect parameters to describe pressure gradients and loading conditions (57).  
Although the estimation of velocity between the base and the apex can be performed by 
conventional echocardiography, using colour M-mode, this 1-dimensional scanning option is 
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very imprecise, due to lack of information regarding the spatial distribution of velocities 
(58,59). Moreover, computational fluid dynamic models have demonstrated the advantages 
of 2D over 1D models for the estimation of intraventricular pressure differences (60).  
 
Vector flow mapping technology 
Vector flow mapping (VFM) is a novel, non-invasive, 2D imaging technique, based on the 
fusion of spectral colour Doppler and speckle-tracking information. This technology is based 
on two physiological axioms; first, that blood is an incompressible fluid; and second, that the 
heart works in a closed blood flow loop, where the flow is a constant. For every pixel in a 
preselected area of the LV cavity, VFM uses a spectral doppler to measure the velocities 
parallel to the probe and uses speckle tracking to measure perpendicular velocities, taking 
into the account the preservation of flow; therefore, the difference between blood entering 
and leaving the LV cavity must equal zero. As a result, every pixel in the LV cavity at a given 
moment receives a vector with a specific size and direction in 2D space. Altogether, a field 
of vectors is displayed, which, when played frame by frame during the heart cycle, reveals 
fascinating intracavitary blood flow, with different fluid dynamic phenomena. The primary 
advantage of this technique is the ability to provide additional information regarding 
velocities perpendicular to the echocardiographic Doppler beam, which enables the 
quantification of intraventricular streamflow dynamics, velocities, and structures, without 
angle dependency (54), and is, therefore, suitable for the quantification and assessment of 
intraventricular circulatory flow during diastole. During subsequent analyses, the vector 
field can be transposed into pressure gradient fields, using fluid momentum equations, to 
provide information regarding intraventricular pressure dynamics during the heart cycle 
(49). The accuracies of the velocity vectors derived from VFM have been validated by 
computer-simulated phantom (61); however, in vivo data remain scarce.  
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AIMS and HYPOTHESES 
 
In our studies we sought to show that VFM technology can be used to visualise inflow fluid 
dynamics and to observe and quantify less well-known fluid phenomena during the cardiac 
cycle. Furthermore, we tried to demonstrate that the difference between suction and 
pushing phenomena during early diastole would be reflected by differences in 
intraventricular velocities, pressure gradients, and vortex formations, hence using VFM 
technology it should be possible to differentiate normal hearts from failing hearts with 
preserved ejection fractions by evaluating early diastole, alone. Finally, we wanted to 
explore whether VFM may be clinically useful for diastolic functional assessments in 
situations without late diastole, such as during atrial fibrillation.  
We formed the following hypotheses. 
I) VFM technology would facilitate the measurement of turbulent intraventricular 
flow during diastole, and the obtained VFM parameters would be closely 
associated with conventional echocardiographic parameters used for diastolic 
function assessment.  
II) During the assessment of early diastole alone, VFM parameters could 
discriminate among group with normal diastolic function and groups with mild or 
advanced DD in the sinus rhythm with good inter- and intraobserver reliability.  
III) VFM parameters could discriminate among HFpEF and non-HFpEF patients with 








VFM technology is relatively new and only a few parameters have been tested in patients 
with DD, to date (62–66). We first performed a preliminary study, examining 30 patients 
with diastolic function, ranging from “hyper normal”, in a young professional sportsman, to 
severe DD, in a patient with known amyloidosis. We performed VFM analyses and observed 
changes in intraventricular flows and pressures, vortexes, dissipative energy, and wall shear 
stress behaviours. Considering the fundamental principles of diastolic function, we created, 
measured, and evaluated over 50 parameters before selecting 4 principal parameters 
(intraventricular velocity gradient, normalised intraventricular pressure gradient, vortex 
sucking pressure, and vorticity), which we believed could best describe diastolic function. 
First, we verified these parameters in population with sinus rhythm and known diastolic 
(dys)function. Then, we tested these parameters in patients with atrial fibrillation. The study 
design is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Study Design 
 
Fig. 1: Vector flow mapping (VFM) parameters were first studied in a population with sinus rhythm, normal 
ejection fraction (EF), and different grades of diastolic dysfunction (left), and then these parameters were used 
to discriminate patients in atrial fibrillation with and without clinical evidence of heart failure with preserved 




We tested consecutive patients who were treated for cardiovascular disease at Ramon y 
Cajal University Hospital (HRyC), at either in- or out-patient clinics, who were referred to the 
echocardiography laboratory for the evaluation of cardiac function between December 
2015 and May 2016. The inclusion criteria were: sufficient image quality (the same as is 
used for any echocardiography examination), absolutely normal LV EFs (EF > 55%), HR below 
100 bpm and sinus rhythm or AF. The exclusion criteria were: significant aortic or MV 
disease, paced or any other than sinus rhythm or AF, prosthetic valves, or implantable 
cardiac devices. For every tested subject, we recorded the referral reason for 
echocardiography, age, sex, body mass index, rhythm type, and HR and evaluated the New 
York Heart Association (NYHA) class and signs of HF. In the available patient records 
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uploaded to do hospital’s online record system we searched for evidence of past coronary, 
carotid, renal, or cerebrovascular atherosclerotic disease, information regarding arterial 
hypertension, diabetes, or dyslipidaemia, and asked for smoking status and family 
cardiovascular disease burden.  
Patients in sinus rhythm and AF were further divided into subgroups, based on their 
diastolic function and evidence of HF, respectively. The minimum number of patients 
included in each group was determined to be at least 26, calculated using a one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to obtain an alpha value of 0.05, a power of 0.8, and a delta 
value of 0.3563. This calculation was performed by the Department of Statistics, based on 
average values and standard deviations for the VFM parameters obtained in our preliminary 
study. This number also considered that approximately 10% of VFM recordings are likely to 
be unsuitable for subsequent analyses. This study was approved by the institutional review 
board, and all participants provided written informed consent.  
 
Patients in sinus rhythm 
To test the ability to use the VFM technique to assess diastolic function, we included 121 
patients in sinus rhythm, who were divided into three groups based on diastolic function, 
strictly following the algorithm in the current guidelines for LV diastolic function assessment 
(10). In the first group, we included 38 consecutive patients diagnosed with mild DD (Mild 
DD group), characterised by a LA > 34 ml2/m2, TR Vmax < 2,8 m/s,  E/e’ < 14, and an 
impaired relaxation pattern on trans-mitral pulsed Doppler examination (E/A < 0.8). The 
second group contained 26 subjects diagnosed with moderate or severe DD (Advanced DD 
group), characterised by a LA > 42 ml2/m2 , TR Vmax > 2,8 m/s, e’ < 7 cm/s, and pseudo-
normal or restrictive patterns on trans-mitral pulsed Doppler (E/A > 1.0). The third, control 
group consisted of 57 healthy subjects, with no record of heart disease, without HF 
symptoms or echocardiographic evidence of structural heart disease, who were referred to 
echocardiography for screening purposes and presented all measured echocardiographic 
parameters within the normal range.  
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Patients with atrial fibrillation 
To demonstrate the ability of VFM technology to discriminate between patients with and 
without HFpEF, we included sixty patients in AF and sixty patients in sinus rhythm, as a 
control group. The first group consisted of 29 out-patients, who presented at an annual 
cardiologic check-up. Inclusion criteria were: recorded AF on ECG at the check-up, no history 
of HF symptoms within the last six months, normocardia and normotension on  medical 
treatment and determined as stable and symptom-free by the cardiologist who handed 
consent papers and included the patien. The second group consisted of 31 in-patients. 
Inclusion criteria were: recorded AF in ECG, recorded admission reason HFpEF with at least 
two of the following symptoms: rales or crackles in the lung basis, pitting peripheral 
oedema, ascites, marked jugular venous distension, or orthopnoea, on physical 
examination. Exclusion criteria were: past or current history of myocardial infarction, 
significant aortic or MV disease, paced or any other rhythm than AF, prosthetic valves, or 
implantable cardiac devices.  The third, control group consisted of 60 healthy subjects, with 
no record of heart disease, without HF symptoms or echocardiographic evidence of 
structural heart disease, who were referred to echocardiography for screening purposes, 
and presented all measured echocardiographic parameters within the normal range.  
 
Echocardiographic measurements 
We examined all subjects in the usual left lateral, semi-recumbent position following current 
recommendation for the evaluation of left ventricular diastolic function assessment by 
echocardiography (10). Echocardiography was performed with a 3.5–5.0 MHz probe, using a 
ProSound F75 CV Premier diagnostic ultrasound system (Hitachi-Aloka Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 
We evaluated diastolic function in the standard apical view, by measuring the following 
parameters: E and A wave velocities, E/A ratio, LA volume, mitral annulus tissue Doppler 
velocities, and maximal TR velocity. LV end-diastolic and end-systolic diameters and the 
thickness of the intraventricular septum and posterior wall were measured in the 
parasternal, long-axis view. After excluding regional wall motion abnormalities and systolic 
dysfunction, we used the Teiholtz method to obtain LV volumes, mass, and EF. Finally, we 
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measured the septal and lateral mitral annulus velocities, using pulsed-wave tissue Doppler, 
to calculate the E/e’ ratio.  
 
Vector Flow Mapping parameters 
Raw data acquisition was performed using the same ultrasound system and probe to obtain 
VFM parameters. First, we acquired a video clip in the apical long-axis view, with a colour 
Doppler sector that fully covered the LV chamber known as masking. Three to five 
consecutive beats, with a time resolution of at least 30 frames per second (fps) were 
analysed using dedicated VFM software (DAS-RS1) provided by the developers of VFM 
technology. The software fused information from speckle tracking and colour Doppler to 
create a 2D velocity field, in which every pixel within the LV cavity in a given frame received 
a vector associated with a specific direction and velocity (Figure 2). 
Figure 2: Vector field during diastole 
Fig.2: Illustration of spectral pulsed Doppler velocity over time, (top) with the corresponding frame by frame 2D 
vector field images during early diastole (bottom). 
 
 The 2D vector-field observed during each heartbeat cycle revealed intraventricular flow 
dynamics and could be during the postprocessing step using dedicated software 
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transformed  into streamlines (lines of tangential vectors) or pressure maps, for specific 
intraventricular phenomena analyses (Figure 3). 
Figure 3: Processing Vector flow Map  
Fig 3: The steps taken during the creation of vector flow mapping fields. Masking represents the fusion of 
speckle tracking and colour Doppler. Velocity field represents a 2D field of vectors, which is later transposed 
onto the Streamline field, which shows the field of tangential vectors, and the Pressure field, which shows the 
field of pressures relative to the central 0 point 
 
Intraventricular flow  
For intraventricular flow analysis, we identified the frame with the highest velocities by 
placing two horizontal sampling cursors; one at the base and one in the apex of the LV 
(Figure 4, left). Dedicated software then  displayed distribution of velocities at the base and 
at the apex in the velocity over time chart.  Peak velocites at the base, in the apex, and the 
delay between two measures ( t) could easily be identified and calculated from the chart 
(Figure 4, right).  
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Figure 4: Intraventricular delay 
 
Fig. 4: Left: Streamline field, with yellow and purple lines perpendicular to the inflow currents at the base and 
the apex, respectively. Right: Flow over time chart, showing the flows at the base and the apex, with the green 
line marking the peak of early diastole. t = time delay between the peak inflow velocity of base and that of the 
apex.  
 
We selected a frame (close to the peak of E wave) and searched for the streamline (usually 
the most central one) with the highest velocities. The software then displayed the velocity 
distribution along the selected streamline (Figure 5). In a velocity over length chart, we 
measured the velocity at the mitral annulus level (V_base), the velocity at the entrance of 
the vortex ring (V_enter), the maximum velocity, normally located in the centre of the 
vortex ring (V_max), the velocity at the exit of the vortex ring (V_exit), and the velocity at 
75% of LV length (V_apex). We used V_enter and V_max to calculate the velocity gradient 
entering the vortex (Gr_enter), V_max, and V_exit to calculate the velocity gradient leaving 
the vortex (Gr_exit), and the intraventricular velocity gradient (GrIV) calculated manually  as 
V_exit – V_apex / D_apex – D_exit, where D is the diastance from the base of the LV.  
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Figure 5: Intraventricular velocity distribution 
 
Fig. 5: Left: Streamline field, showing the preselected points where velocity was measured and the 
intraventricular gradient was calculated. Right: Velocity over streamline distance chart, showing the 
preselected velocity points and the intraventricular gradient.  
 
Pressure-area gradients  
Fusing speckle tracking and colour Doppler information, the software first created a 2D 
velocity field, which could later be transformed into a field of pressure gradients, relative to 
a central reference point in the LV. A colour scale with values between -1 mmHg (navy blue) 
and + 1 mmHg (red) was used to visualise the relative pressure gradient (rPG) distribution. 
In our study, we only analysed the distribution of rPG values during early diastole, which we 
divided into two phases. The acceleration phase, from MV opening to the peak of the E 
wave, was characterised by areas of positive (red, orange, and yellow colours) rPGs at the 
base of the LV and by negative (blue, turquoise, and green colours) rPGs at the apex. At the 
peak velocity, the frame featured disorganised colours. During the deceleration phase, an 
inversion of colours and rPGs between the base and apex was observed (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Pressure gradient dynamics during early diastole 
Fig. 6:Top: Left ventricular pressure curve (red line), left atrial pressure curve (yellow line), E and A wave as seen 
on pulse Doppler (in the back of the chart). Bottom: VFM pressure fields during diastole frame by frame. 
Pressure gradients were directed towards the apex during acceleration (frames 1 and 2), disorganised at the 
peak (frame 3), and then directed towards the base during deceleration (frame 4). No pressure gradients and 
the formation of a vortex were observed during diastases (frames 5 and 6).  
 
We selected the frame with the largest rPG difference between the base and apex during 
acceleration and deceleration and measured the following VFM parameters (Figure 7):  
LV pressure gradient area (PALV); total percentage of the LV area with an rPG above 0.25 
mmHg or under -0.25 mmHg, in the apex (PA_Apex) and base (PA_Base). Border values of 
0.25 mmHg on each side of the spectrum could easily be identified as thin bright-yellow or 
light-blue lines, respectively. These border values of 0.25 mmHg were arbitrarily selected, as 
they represented the values where the green coloured area (near 0 value) changed and 
became significant, what we considered as more than 0.25 mmHg. 
LV relative pressure gradient (rPGLV); the difference between the average relative pressure 
gradient values in the apex (rPGApex) and at the base (rPGBase).  
LV normalised pressure gradient (nPGLV); the product of rPGLV and PALV, for the entire LV, 
and the corresponding values for the apex (nPGApex) and base (nPGBase).  
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Figure 7: Intraventricular pressure gradient calculation 
 
Fig. 7: Illustrative scheme showing the relative pressure gradients (rPG), with corresponding pressure areas 




Vortex “strength” was defined by two main parameters: i) vorticity – flow of the circulating 
blood within the vortex measured in cm2/s and ii) sucking pressure  - pressure difference 
between the centre and the rim of the vortex measured in mmHg.  Fusing speckle tracking 
and colour Doppler information, the software first created a 2D velocity field. Then, using 
the Navier-Stokes equation, the software transformed the velocity field into a field of 
pressure gradients, relative to a central reference point in the LV. To analyse the inflow, first 
the frame with a vortex at the end of the anterior mitral leaflet was identified, and then the 
frames were followed at intervals of 30 ms, until the end of early diastole. We identified the 
frame, normally at the end of early diastole, in which the vortex appeared to be at peak of 
its strength (assessed qualitatively on a colour map), with the highest value of vorticity and 
the lowest central negative pressure (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Vortex “strength” parameters 
 
Fig. 8: Pressure field map during the peak of vortex strength. White dot = centre of the vortex, Yellow arrow = 




Group data were expressed as the mean and standard deviation (SD), using statistical 
software IBM SPSS (version 23). Parametric data were compared by ANOVA and the least 
significant difference test for homogeneity of variance, to assess intergroup differences. 
Normal distributions of variables were tested with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. 
Quantitative variables were compared using Student’s t-tests, for intergroup comparisons, 
and a one-way ANOVA, for intragroup comparisons. When an ANOVA analysis revealed a 
significant difference, a post hoc comparison test was performed using Bonferroni’s test. 
We examined correlations between VFM parameters using Pearson’s linear correlation 
coefficient analysis. Multivariate and univariate linear regressions were used to determine 
the significant predictors of LV filling pressure, and an ordinal logistic regression was used to 
assess associations between different parameters and the grade of DD severity. Statistical 
significance was established at the level of p < 0.05. The independent variables included 
age, sex, HR, NYHA class, trans-tricuspid gradient, LV mass index, indexed LA volume, peak 




Intraobserver and interobserver variability  
To evaluate intra- and interobserver variability, 10% of the randomly selected cases were 
remeasured by an experienced VFM software user and an in-training cardiologist. All 
repeated measurements were obtained from the row data of the original acquisition so that 
all necessary post-processing steps and calculations were repeated.  Intraobserver and 
interobserver agreements were calculated using intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs), 






Patients in sinus rhythm 
Demographic and conventional echocardiographic parameters  
The clinical profiles of the study group and their conventional echocardiographic 
parameters are shown in Table 1. No significant differences were identified among groups in 
terms of demographic characteristics, except that patients with DD were significantly older 
than controls, patients with Advanced DD had a lower average HR (p=0.038) and higher 
average systolic blood pressure (p=0.036) compared with those in the Control group. All 
subjects in the Control group were classified as NYHA I, whereas 32% of patients in the Mild 
DD group and 65% of patients in the Advanced DD group were NYHA II or higher. LV EF and 
end-diastolic diameter were within the normal range for all groups. Groups were 
significantly different for all conventional parameters used to describe LV diastolic function 
and LV filling pressures.  
Table 1: Demographic characteristics and conventional echocardiographic 
parameters 
 Control Group Mild DD Advanced DD p-value 
ANOVA 
n 57 38 26  
Age (years) 50.8  14.2 72.5  12.6 74.0  12.0 < 0.001 
Sex (M %/F%) 50/50 55/45 61/39 0.609 
Height (cm) 167.0  9.6 163.8  8.9 163.4  8.4 0.074 
Weight (kg) 74.3  21.24 71.8  13.16 77.3  15.7 0.486 
Heart Rate (bpm) 68  10.9 72  11.9 65  11.3 0.038 
SBP (mmHg) 134  16.1 144  23.9 140  18.1 0.036 
DBP (mmHg) 79  12.3 77  16.0 74  12.2 0.352 
NYHA 
I (n, %) 













LV EF % 72.2  8.1 67.9  9.0 69.5  8.6 0.047 
LV EDd (cm) 4.5  0.5 4.3  0.6 4.3  0.7 0.104 
Indexed LV mass (g/m2) 76.2  19.8 93.5  25.0 110.8  44.0 < 0.001 
LAVI (ml/m2) 29.3  8.9 37.3  13.8 47.8  18.7 < 0.001 
Peak E wave velocity (cm/s) 74.3  16.9 62.2  13.8 107.8  28.6 < 0.001 
Peak A wave velocity (cm/s) 63.6  13.9 91.4  17.2 76.4  23.8 < 0.001 
E/A velocity ratio 1.2  0.3 0.7  0.15 1.6  0.80 < 0.001 
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e’ (cm/s) 12.1  2.7 8.3  2.3 6.5  1.5 < 0.001 
E/e’ ratio 6.4  1.8 7.8  2.2 17.9  7.4 < 0.001 
TR Velocity (cm/s) 2.3  0.2 2.6  0.4 3.0  0.5 < 0.001 
Values are presented as n, mean  SD, or n (%). A, Peak A wave velocity; DD, diastolic dysfunction; E, peak E 
wave velocity; e’, average mitral annulus velocity; EDd, end-diastolic diameter; EF, ejection fraction; LAVI, 
indexed left atrium volume; LV, left ventricle; NYHA, New York Heart Association; SBP, systolic blood pressure; 
DBP, diastolic blood pressure; TR, tricuspid regurgitation 
 
We tested the same conventional parameters used to categorise DD severity using 
univariate logistic regression analysis (Table 2). As expected, all parameters, except E/A, 
were associated with DD grade, with e’ being the only predictor with a negative coefficient 
(B = –0.689, p < 0.001). Conventional parameters, (LA volume, peak E velocity, e’, E/e’ 
ration, TR velocity, and age) used in a multiple ordinal logistic analysis, correctly classified 
79.5% of cases (pseudo-R2 = 0.795, p < 0.001).  
Table 2: Conventional echocardiographic parameters as predictors of diastolic 
dysfunction severity 
95% CI, 95% confidence interval. All other abbreviations are the same as in Table 1. 
 
 
Intraventricular flow parameters 
We selected the most central streamline, at the peak of early diastole, and measured the 
velocities at different levels of the LV between the base and the apex. All measured 
intraventricular velocities and calculated gradients along the streamline differed 
significantly between groups (Table 3). Post hoc analyses showed that V_enter, V_max, 
V_exit, and the calculated GrIV could discriminate among all three groups (p < 0.05), 
whereas V_base was not significantly different between the Mild DD and Control groups. 
V_apex was different only between the Mild DD and Advanced DD groups (p = 0.014), but 
 Univariate ordinal regression 
Pseudo-R2 Estimate P-value 95% CI 
Age 0.417 0.092 < 0.001 0.062 – 0.121 
LA volume index 0.252 0.071 < 0.001 0.042 – 0.100  
E 0.149 0.030 < 0.001 0.015 – 0.046  
E/A 0.010 0.349 0.265 -0.265 – 0.964  
e’ 0.566 -0.689 < 0.001 -0.887 – -0.492  
E/e’  0.630 0.634 < 0.001 0.445 – 0.822  
TR Velocity  0.420 3.558 < 0.001 1.997 – 5.118 
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could not discriminate between the control and the other two groups. The intraventricular 
velocity gradients (GrIVs) were markedly different among groups.  
Table 3: Intraventricular velocities and intraventricular velocity gradient 
 Control Group Mild DD Advanced DD p-value 
ANOVA 
V_base (cm/s) 31.4  14.2 23.5  10.8 40.9  24.4 < 0.001 
V_enter (cm/s) 37.9  12.5 30.4  9.12 51.8  22.1 < 0.001 
V_max (cm/s) 50.8  20.3 38.0  12.5 77.4  31.1 < 0.001 
V_exit (cm/s) 34.5  8.1 30.3  7.9 57.1  18.1 < 0.001 
V_apex (cm/s) 13.0  5.3 10.3  4.9 14.4  6.9 0.011 
GrIV (1/s) 5.3  1.9 6.8  2.5 13.6  5.0 < 0.001 
GrIV/e’ 0.44  0.17 0.83  0.39 2.4  1.1 < 0.001 
Values are presented as the mean  SD. Enter, at the entrance into the vortex; exit, at the exit of the vortex; 
GrIV, apical intraventricular gradient; max, maximal velocity; DD, diastolic dysfunction; V, velocity  
 
Velocities closer to the base of LV (V_base, V_enter, and V_max) showed the strongest 
correlations with the peak E wave velocity (r = 0.560, r = 0.607, and r = 0.716, respectively, p 
< 0.001), but were not correlated with e’, although they did correlate fairly well with other 
conventional parameters used to assess LV diastolic function (Table 4).  
 
Table 4: Correlations between selected intraventricular velocities and conventional 
echocardiographic parameters.  
Exit, at the exit of the vortex; GrIV, apical intraventricular gradient; max, maximal velocity; V, velocity. All other 
abbreviations are the same as in Table 1. 
V_exit showed the strongest correlation with indices of LV filling pressure, including E/e’ 
and TR velocity (r = 0.709 and r = 0.660, respectively, p < 0.001), whereas V_apex correlated 
poorly with conventional DD parameters. The calculated GrIV parameter was associated 
 V_max V_exit V_apex GrIV  
r p r p R p r p 
LAVI 0.353 < 0.001 0.429 < 0.001 0.023 0.801 0.545 < 0.001 
E 0.714 < 0.001 0.728 < 0.001 0.375 < 0.001 0.643 < 0.001 
E/A 0.706 < 0.001 0.663 < 0.001 0.376 < 0.001 0.483 < 0.001 
e’ -0.054 0.560 -0.241 0.008 -0.003 0.977 -0.447 < 0.001 
E/e’ 0.580 < 0.001 0.709 < 0.001 0.260 0.004 0.751 < 0.001 
TR Velocity 0.635 < 0.001 0.660 < 0.001 0.327 0.005 0.651 < 0.001 
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with all conventional parameters, showing the strongest correlation with E/e’ (r = 0.751, p < 
0.001, Figure 9) and the weakest correlation with e’ (r = -0.447, p < 0.001).  
Figure 9: Intraventricular velocity gradient in relation to left ventricular filling 
pressure 
 
Fig. 9: Association analysis of the intraventricular velocity gradient obtained by vector flow mapping vs. a 
marker of left ventricular filling pressure, obtained by conventional echocardiography. Blue dots represent the 
control group, green dots represent patients with mild diastolic dysfunction, and red dots represent patients 
with type II and III diastolic dysfunction. 
Univariate logistic regression performed for the new VFM parameters used to categorise 
cases according to the grade of DD showed that V_base and V_apex were not significant 
predictors of DD severity. GrIV was found to be the best single independent predictor of DD 
severity, correctly classifying 55.1% of cases (Table 5) and showing the strongest correlation 
with established indices of LV filling pressure. GrIV could explain the highest percentage of 
E/e’ variability, based on simple linear regression analysis (R2 = 0.560, p < 0.001) but was 
only weakly associated with e’. Because both parameters were significantly different among 
groups (Figure 10), but fairly well-related to each other, we created a novel composite 
parameter, the GrIV/e’ ratio, which we tested in the studied groups. GrIV/e’ was the 





Figure 10: Intraventricular velocity gradient and diastolic mitral annulus velocity 
 
Fig. 10: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups for LV early diastolic average mitral 
annulus velocity (left) and intraventricular velocity gradient (right). 
 
Table 5: VFM parameters as predictors of severity of diastolic dysfunction – 
univariate regression 
 
GrIV/e’, Apical intraventricular velocity gradient to mitral annulus velocity ratio. Other abbreviations are the 
same as those in Table 2. 
 
In a multiple ordinal logistic regression, corrected for age and sex, which included the 
significant VFM predictors (V_enter, V_max, V_exit, and GrIV/e’) the model was able to 
correctly classify 75.1% of cases according to the grade of DD. GrIV/e’ was the only 







 Univariate ordinal regression 
Pseudo-R2 Estimate p-value 95% CI 
V_base  0.016 0.014 0.173 -0.006 – 0.033  
V_enter  0.056 0.028 0.012 0.006 – 0.050  
V_max  0.088 0.023 0.002 0.009 – 0.037  
V_exit  0.243 0.073 < 0.001 0.043 – 0.102  
V_apex  < 0.001 0.002 0.948 -0.056 – 0.060  
GrIV  0.551 0.569 < 0.001 0.400 – 0.737 
GrIV/e’ 0.704 4.667 < 0.001 3.289 – 6.045 
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Figure 11: Novel GrIV/e' parameter in sinus rhythm 
 
Fig. 11: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups for the Intraventricular velocity 
gradient to diastolic mitral annulus velocity ratio in groups with sinus rhythm. 
 
GrIV/e’ was strongly associated with LV filling pressure. In a simple linear regression analysis 
GrIV/e’ could explain 80.5% of the E/e’ variability (R2 = 0.805, B = 5.194, p < 0.001). 
In a multiple ordinal backward analysis, which included the new GrIV/e’ parameter, peak E 
wave velocity, e’, E/e’ ratio, and TR velocity, the new GrIV/e’ and E/e’ ratio were identified 
as significant independent variables (p < 0.001 and p = 0.020, respectively). After adding age 
and sex to the model, GrIV/e’ and E/e’ correctly classified 74.3% of cases (p < 0.001), and 
GrIV/e’ persisted as a significant parameter (p < 0.001), whereas E/e’ became non-






Table 6: VFM parameters as predictors of severity of diastolic dysfunction – 
multivariate regression 
 
*After adding age and sex to the multivariate ordinal regression, GrIV/e’ remains the only significant 
independent predictor. GrIV/e’, Apical intraventricular velocity gradient to mitral annulus velocity ratio. Other 
abbreviations are the same as those in Table 2. 
 
Pressure-area gradient parameters 
The VFM vector field was transformed into a pressure field and the frames during the 
acceleration and deceleration of the E wave were studied. rPGs at the base and apex and 
their corresponding PAs, with rPG values > 0.25 mmHg, were used to calculate nPGs. During 
acceleration, areas with positive pressure gradients at the base and areas with negative or 
zero pressure gradients at the apex of the LV were observed (Figure 12). Measured pressure 
gradients and areas are shown in Table 7.  
Figure 12: Pressure maps during the acceleration of early diastole 
 
Fig. 12: Distribution of left ventricular relative pressures during acceleration in early diastole for subjects with 





 Multiple ordinal regression* 
Pseudo-R2 Estimate P-value 95% CI 
V_enter   
 
0.751 
-0.110 0.027 -0.207 – -0.012 
V_max  0.020 0.652 -0.067 – 0.107 
V_exit  0.115 0.017 0.021 – 0.209 
GrIV/e’ 5.241 <0.001 3.593 – 6.889 
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Table 7: Pressure gradients and areas during acceleration of early diastole 
 
 Control Group Mild DD Advanced DD p ANOVA 
rPG LV (mmHg) 0.61  19.3 0.70  0.28 1.39  0.78 < 0.001 
rPG Base (mmHg) 0.49  0.12 0.50  0.14 0.95  0.64 < 0.001 
rPG Apex (mmHg) -0.11  0.15 -0.20  0.20 -0.44  0.24 < 0.001 
PA LV (%) 33  14 48  20 68  13 < 0.001 
PA Base (%) 10  11 29  13 44  14 < 0.001 
PA Apex (%) 4  6 11  11 24  1 < 0.001 
nPG LV (mmHg) 20.82  12.42 38.86  27.95 96.35  61.78 < 0.001 
nPG Base (mmHg) 14.57  7.73 19.88  10.19 42.81  36.69 < 0.001 
nPG Apex (mmHg) -1.23  1.98 -4.01  4.51 -11.62  10.89 < 0.001 
Values are presented as the mean  SD. DD, diastolic dysfunction; LV, left ventricular; nPG, normalised pressure 
gradient; PA, pressure gradient area; rPG, relative pressure gradient. 
Patients in the Advanced DD group had a significantly higher mean rPGLV value compared 
with those in the Mild DD and Control groups. The absolute values of the percentages of the 
LV area were significantly different among the groups, as patients with Advanced DD had 
significantly higher absolute nPGLV values compared with those in the other two groups. 
Post hoc comparisons showed that nPGLV could distinguish among all three observed groups 
(96.35  61.78 in Advanced DD vs. 38.86  27.95 in Mild DD vs. 20.82  12.42 mmHg in 
Control group, p < 0.001, Figure 12), whereas nPGApex and nPGBase were not significantly 
different between the Mild DD and Control groups. 
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Figure 13: Normalised pressure gradient during acceleration of early diastole 
 
Fig. 13: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups for the normalised pressure 
gradient during the acceleration of early diastole. 
During deceleration, an inversion of the rPGs between the LV apex and base was observed, 
resulting in negative #rPGLV values (Figure 14). This inversion was more marked among 
patients in the Advanced DD group. The Mild DD group showed the least negative #rPGLV 
value, whereas the Control group had values in-between those of the Mild and Advanced 
DD groups. #PALV was the largest in the Advanced DD group, followed by the control and 
Mild DD groups (Table 8).  
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Figure 14: Pressure maps during the deceleration of early diastole 
 
Fig. 14: Distribution of left ventricular relative pressures during deceleration in early diastole for subjects with 
normal diastolic function (left), mild diastolic dysfunction (centre), and severe diastolic dysfunction (right).  
 
Table 8: Pressure gradients and areas during the deceleration of early diastole 
 
 Control Group Mild DD Advanced DD p ANOVA 
#rPG LV (mmHg) -0.95  0.40 -0.63  0.35 -1.55  0.84 < 0.001 
#rPG Base (mmHg) -0.54  0.29 -0.30  0.24 -0.83  0.54 < 0.001 
#rPG Apex (mmHg) 0.40  0.20 0.33  0.17 0.72  0.43 < 0.001 
#PA LV (%) 57  21 48  0.22 73  14 < 0.001 
#PA Base (%) 36  14 29  17 40  14 0.009 
#PA Apex (%) 21  13 19  12 33  11 < 0.001 
#nPG LV (mmHg) -60.34  39.29 -36.11  25.41 -119.75  79.23 < 0.001 
#nPG Base (mmHg) -22.09  16.55 -11.35  10.52 -36.88  31.21 < 0.001 
#nPG Apex (mmHg) 10.58  9.89 7.61  5.18 25.80  20.55 < 0.001 
Values are presented as the mean  SD; LV, left ventricular; DD, diastolic dysfunction; nPG, normalised pressure 
gradient; PA, pressure gradient area; rPG, relative pressure gradient; #, deceleration of early diastole. 
The calculated #nPGLV intensified observed differences among groups. Patients in the 
Advanced DD group had significantly more negative values of #nPGLV compared with those 
in the other groups (-119.75  79.23 vs. -36.11  25.41 vs. -60.34  39.29 mmHg, p < 0.001). 
Post hoc comparisons showed that #nPGLV and #nPGBase during deceleration phase could 
distinguish among all three observed groups, whereas #nPGApex was not significantly 
different between the Mild DD and Control groups (Figure 13).  
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Figure 15: Normalised pressure gradients during deceleration of early diastole 
 
 
Fig. 15: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups for normalised pressure gradients 
during the deceleration of early diastole. 
Correlations between the novel VFM parameters and conventional echocardiographic 
indices of LV filling pressure, such as the - E/e´ ratio and TR velocity, are shown in Table 9. 
During acceleration, the strongest correlations with the E/e’ ratio were calculated for nPGLV 
(r = 0.723, p < 0.001), rPGLV (r = 0.689, p < 0.001), and rPG_Base (r = 0.679, p < 0.001). These 
same parameters also showed the strongest correlations with TR velocity. The associations 
between nPGLV and the conventional indices of LV filling pressure are shown in Figure 14. 
During deceleration, the strongest correlations with the E/e’ ratio were noted for 
#nPG_Apex (r = 0.608, p < 0.001), #nPGLV (r = -0.520, p < 0.001), and #rPGLV (r = -0.517, p < 






Table 9: Correlations between pressure gradients during early diastole and 
indicators of LV filling pressures 
 
 E/e’ ratio TR Velocity 
R p r p 
rPG LV 0.689 < 0.001 0.595 <0.001 
rPG Base 0.679 < 0.001 0.578 < 0.001 
rPG Apex -0.476 < 0.001 -0.441 < 0.001 
PA LV 0.524 < 0.001 0.485 < 0.001 
PA Base 0.355 < 0.001 0.319 0.006 
PA Apex 0.525 < 0.001 0.463 < 0.001 
nPG LV 0.723 < 0.001 0.631 < 0.001 
nPG Base 0.646 < 0.001 0.571 < 0.001 
nPG Apex -0.506 < 0.001 -0.433 < 0.001 
#rPG LV -0.517 < 0.001 -0.565 < 0.001 
#rPG Base -0.372 < 0.001 -0.503 < 0.001 
#rPG Apex 0.568 < 0.001 0.513 < 0.001 
#PA LV 0.307 < 0.001 0.323 0.005 
#PA Base 0.054 0.549 0.184 0.117 
#PA Apex 0.451 < 0.001 0.296 0.011 
#nPG LV -0.520 < 0.001 -0.597 < 0.001 
#nPG Base -0.287 0.001 -0.494 < 0.001 
#nPG Apex 0.608 < 0.001 0.524 < 0.001 
 
r, Pearson’s correlation coefficient; E/e’, average transmitral peak E wave to mitral annulus velocity ratio; TR, 
tricuspid regurgitation. Other abbreviations are the same as those in Tables 3 and 4. 
 
Figure 16: Normalised pressure gradients relative to left ventricular filling pressure 
 
 
Fig. 16: Association analysis for normalised pressure gradients obtained by vector flow mapping vs. markers of 
left ventricular filling pressure, E/e’ (left,) and right ventricular systolic pressure (right), obtained by 
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conventional echocardiography. Blue dots represent the control group, green dots represent patients with mild 
diastolic dysfunction, and red dots represent patients with type II and III diastolic dysfunction.  
 
Vortex strength parameters 
In early diastole, the formation of a vortex ring was observed at the MV tips, which are 
normally larger anteriorly and smaller posteriorly. We identified the frame in which the 
anterior vortex achieved the most negative pressure, usually during E wave deceleration. All 
Two main VFM parameters used to measure vortex strength are shown in Table 10. Both 
VFM parameters showed similar behaviours and were significantly different among groups. 
The values for suction pressure and  vorticity were the lowest in the Mild DD group and the 
highest in the Advanced DD group, whereas the Control group typically had the values in-
between those of the other two groups. The results for Vortex suction pressure are 
graphically presented in Figure 15. No significant difference was identified between the mild 
DD and Control groups. Qualitative features are shown in figure 15. 
Figure 17: Vortex qualitative features 
Fig. 17: An example of the vortex in subjects with normal diastolic function (A) and severe 
diastolic dysfunction (B). 
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Table 10: Vortex strength parameters relative to the left ventricle  
 
 Control Group Mild DD Advanced DD p ANOVA 
Vortex suction P (mmHg) 0.2  0.2 0.1  0.1 0.5  0.5 < 0.001 
Vorticity (cm2/s) 13.7  6.9 9.9  5.1 20.9  9.5 < 0.001 
Values are presented as the mean  SD; P, pressure; PG, pressure gradient; LV, left ventricle 
 
 
Figure 18: Vortex suction pressure in sinus rhythm 
 
Fig. 18: Mean and standard error bars show the difference among groups for vortex suction pressure during 
early diastole. 
Vortex strength parameters showed fair correlations with the conventional 
echocardiographic parameters E/e’ and TR velocity and only poor correlation with LAVI 
(Table 11). At the peak of vortex strength, the strongest correlation with E/e’ was calculated 
for vortex suction pressure (r = 0.603, p < 0.001), which correlated well with TR velocity. 
Interestingly, the vortex vorticity correlated the best with TR velocity (r = 0.515, p < 0.001).  
Table 11: Correlations between vortex parameters and conventional 
echocardiographic parameters 
 
 LAVI E/e’ TR Velocity 
r p R p r p 
Vortex suction P (mmHg) 0.294 < 0.001 0.603 < 0.001 0.409 < 0.001 
Vorticity (cm2/s) 0.313 < 0.001 0.387 < 0.001 0.515 < 0.001 




Interobserver and Intraobserver reliability 
Interobserver and intraobserver variability were calculated by remeasuring 10% of the GrIV 
and pressure gradient parameters. GrIV showed excellent agreement for intraobserver 
paired sample correlations and ICCs {ICC = 0.974 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.912–
0.992], r = 0.980, p < 0.001}. Similarly, excellent correlations and ICCs were found between 
two observers [ICC= 0.955 (95% CI: 0.853–0.987), r = 0.972, p < 0.001].  
Intraobserver paired sample correlations and ICCs showed excellent agreement for all 
measured pressure gradient parameters. ICC and r were 0.972 (95% CI: 0.908–0.992) and 
0.958 (p < 0.001), respectively, for PA_Apex; 0.909 (95% CI: 0.693–0.973)and 0.885 (p < 
0.001) for rPG_Apex; 0.947 (95% CI: 0.815–0.985) and 0.896 (p < 0.001) for PA_Base; and 
0.819 (95% CI: 0.349–0.948) and 0.896 (p < 0.001) for rPG_Base.  
The ICC and r values between two observers for pressure gradients were: 0.916 (95% CI: 
0.709–0.976) and 0.851 (p < 0.001), respectively, for PA_Apex; 0.946 (95% CI: 0.816–0.984) 
and 0.896 (p < 0.001) for rPG_Apex; 0.948 (95% CI: 0.803–0.985) and 0.920 (p < 0.001) for 
PA_Base; and 0.809 (95% CI: 0.318–0.946) and 0.732 (p = 0.007) for rPG_Base.  
 
Patients with atrial fibrillation 
 
Demographic and conventional echocardiographic parameters 
The clinical characteristics of the subjects participating in the study are shown in Table 12. 
Patients in AF with HFpEF were significantly older than controls. No major differences were 
observed among groups in terms of sex, height, or weight, except that patients with AF had 
higher HRs (p < 0.001) and higher systolic blood pressure (p = 0.02) compared with those in 
the Control group. All subjects in the Control group were NYHA I, whereas 11% and 84% of 
patients were NYHA II or higher in the AF No-HFpEF and AF HFpEF groups, respectively. The 
groups differed significantly in terms of clinical signs of HF, cardiovascular risk factors, and 
diuretic therapy.  
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Table 12: Characteristics of patients (atrial fibrillation and control group) 
 
 Control Group AF No-HFpEF AF HFpEF p ANOVA 
n 60 29 31  
Age (years) 51  14 72  12 75  11 < 0.001 
Sex (M%/F%) 50/50 55/45 55/45 0.860 
Height (cm) 167  10 164  10 161  8 0.051 
Weight (kg) 74  21 77  13 75  18 0.805 
BMI 26  6 28.2  3.5 28.5  5.6 0.118 
Heart Rate (bpm) 69  11 78  12 76  11 < 0.001 
SBP (mmHg) 134  16 146  25 142  20 0.020 
DBP (mmHg) 79  12 77  16 74  14 0.223 
NYHA 
I (n, %) 













Peripheral oedema  4 (7%) 3 (11%) 13 (42%) < 0.001 
Coronary artery disease 4 (7%) 3(11%) 8 (27%) 0.028 
Peripheral artery disease 7 (12%) 5 (18%) 17 (55%) < 0.001 
Arterial Hypertension 17 (29%) 17 (60%) 27 (87%) < 0.001 
Diabetes 10 (17%) 4 (14%) 12 (39%) 0.032 
Hyperlipemia  22 (37%) 14 (50%) 10 (68%) 0.022 
Smoking 17 (29%) 8 (31%) 14 (56%) 0.050 
Diuretic therapy  4 (7%) 5 (18%) 23 (75%) < 0.001 
NYHA, New York Heart Association; BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood 
pressure 
 
Echocardiographic parameters are shown in Table 13. LV EF was within the normal range 
and not significantly different among the three groups (p ANOVA = 0.244). Patients in the AF 
HFpEF group had significantly larger LA and LV masses; otherwise, the conventional 
parameters used to describe LV diastolic function could not discriminate between the AF 
No-HFpEF and AF HFpEF groups. Similarly, the recommended parameter for LV filling 
pressure estimation (E/e’) was significantly higher in subjects with AF, but could not 




Table 13: Conventional echocardiographic parameters (atrial fibrillation and control 
group) 
 
 Control Group AF No-HFpEF AF HFpEF p* 
LV EF % 72  8 71  8 68  9 0.192 
Indexed LV volume (ml/m2) 50  13 43  15 48  17 0.222 
Indexed LV mass (g/m2) 75  22 92  28 112  43 0.035 
LAVI (ml/m2) 29  9 42  14 57  22 0.005 
Peak E wave velocity (cm/s) 74  17 83  29 88  34 0.567 
e’ (cm/s) 12.1  2.7 7.8  1.9 7.9  3.2 0.954 
E/e’ average ratio 6.3  1.6 9.5  2.1 10.0  3.7 0.563 
TR gradient (mmHg) 21  4 31  10 34  14 0.400 
E, Peak E wave velocity; e’, average mitral annulus velocity; EF, ejection fraction; LAVI, indexed left atrium 
volume; LV, left ventricle; TR, tricuspid regurgitation; p*, Post Hoc Bonferroni for No-HFpEF and HFpEF means 
 
Figure 19: Conventional indices of LV filling pressure in atrial fibrillation 
 
 
Fig. 19: Mean and standard error bars showing the differences among groups for the conventional 
echocardiographic parameter (E/e’) used to assess left ventricular filling pressure. 
 
Intraventricular flow parameters 
Intraventricular velocities and calculated gradients along the streamline are shown in Table 
14. Post hoc analyses showed that V_base and V_apex did not differ significantly among the 
three groups (p > 0.05), whereas maximal velocity (V_max) and velocity in the vortex 
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channel could discriminate among the three groups. Consequently, the calculated GrIV was 
different among the three groups, being the lowest in the Control group and the highest in 
the AF HFpEF group; however, GrIV could not discriminate between the AF No-HFpEF and 
Control groups (Figure 17).  
Table 14: Intraventricular velocities and gradients (atrial fibrillation) 
 
 Control Group AF No-HFpEF AF HFpEF p ANOVA 
V base (cm/s) 32  14 27  21 36  21 0.129 
V vortex channel (cm/s) 38  12 35  21 48  21 0.014 
V exit (cm/s) 51  21 47  29 65  31 0.019 
V apex (cm/s) 13  5 12  7 14  7 0.550 
GrIV (1/s) 5.4  1.9 7.8  4.3 11.9  8.2 < 0.001* 
GrIV/e’ 0.5  0.2 0.9  0.4 2.0  1.2 < 0.001* 
Values are mean  SD; GrIV, intraventricular gradient; V, velocity; GrIV/e, Intraventricular velocity gradient to 
mitral annulus velocity ratio; p* = Post Hoc Bonferroni for No-HFpEF and HFpEF means < 0.001 
 
Figure 20: Differences in Intraventricular velocity gradients in atrial fibrillation 
 
 
Fig. 20: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups in atrial fibrillation for the 
Intraventricular velocity gradient. 
Using the ratio between the GrIV parameter and the conventional parameter of myocardial 
relaxation e’, significant differences among the three studied groups were identified. 
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Patients in the AF HFpEF group had the highest GrIV/e’ ratio, followed by the AF No-HFpEF 
and Control groups (2.0  1.2 vs 0.9  0.4, p < 0.001, Figure 18). 
Figure 21: Novel GrIV/e' parameter in atrial fibrillation 
 
Fig. 21: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups for the Intraventricular velocity 
gradient to diastolic mitral annulus velocity ratio for groups in atrial fibrillation (left) and sinus rhythm (right). 
  
Pressure-area gradient parameters 
Relative pressure gradients (rPGLV) within corresponding areas (PALV) were measured, and 
normalised pressure gradients (nPGLV) were calculated during both the acceleration and 
deceleration of early diastole. The novel VFM parameters used to describe the 
intraventricular pressure gradients are shown in Table 15. During the acceleration of early 
diastole, patients in AF had significantly higher rPG values and larger PA values, resulting in 
significantly different calculated nPG values. However, during the post hoc analysis, no 
significant differences were identified between the HFpEF and No-HFpEF groups (Figure 19). 
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Figure 22: Normalised pressure gradients in atrial fibrillation 
 
Fig. 22: Mean and standard error bars show the differences among groups with and without clinical evidence of 
heart failure and a control group, for normalised pressure gradient (nPG) during the acceleration of early 
diastole. 
During deceleration, an inversion of the rPGs between the LV apex and base was observed, 
resulting in negative values for #rPGLV. This inversion was more marked among patients in 
the AF HFpEF group, followed by the control and AF No-HFpEF groups. After calculating 
#nPGLV values, the observed differences were lost. As a result, nPGs during the deceleration 
of early diastole could not discriminate among the three groups. Moreover, nPGs did not 
correlate with conventional echocardiographic parameters, during either the acceleration or 
deceleration of early diastole. 





AF No-HFpEF AF HFpEF p ANOVA 
rPG LV acceleration (mmHg) 0.62  0.23 0.79  0.33 1.18  0.85 < 0.001 
PA LV acceleration (%) 33  15 52  22 61  18 < 0.001 
nPG LV acceleration (mmHg) 24.2  23.3 50.7  32.7 72.0  67.2 < 0.001* 
#rPG LV deceleration (mmHg) -0.97  0.47 -0.70  0.36 -1.20  0.67 0.004 
#PA LV deceleration (%) 58  21 49  19 64  21 0.014 
#nPG LV deceleration (mmHg) -63.5  46.1 -56.5  48.7 -70.5  73.2 0.602 
Values are presented as the mean  SD. nPG, normalised pressure gradient; PA, pressure gradient area; rPG, 
relative pressure gradient. *, Post Hoc Bonferroni for No-HFpEF and HFpEF means = 0.164 
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Vortex strength parameters 
In early diastole, the formation of a vortex ring was observed at the MV tips, which was 
larger anteriorly and smaller posteriorly. We identified the frame in which the anterior 
vortex achieved the most negative pressure, usually during E wave deceleration. Measured 
VFM parameters used to describe the vortex strength are shown in Table 16. Any of the 
measured parameter could discriminate among the three groups. Overall, the AF HFpEF 
group had vortexes with the most negative pressures and the highest vorticity; however, 
only borderline significance was identified. The vortex suction pressure showed the most 
promising results; however, it could not discriminate among the observed groups (Figure 
23).  




AF No-HFpEF AF HFpEF p ANOVA 
Vortex sucking pressure (mmHg) 0.2  0.2 0.2  0.2 0.4  0.5 0.028 
Vorticity (cm2/s) 13.8  6.7 12.3  9.0 17.1  8.9 0.066 
Values are presented as the mean  SD. P, pressure; PG, pressure gradient; LV, left ventricle 
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Figure 23: Vortex suction pressure in atrial fibrillation 
 
Fig. 23: Mean and standard error bars show the differences in vortex suction pressure among groups with and 
without clinical evidence of heart failure and a control group, during the acceleration of early diastole. 
Vortex relative and suction pressure and vorticity showed poor but significant correlations 
with conventional echocardiographic parameters of LV filling pressure. Correlation analysis 
is shown in Table 17.  
Table 17: Correlations between vortex strength and conventional echocardiographic 
parameters in patients with AF 
 
 LAVI E/e’ TR Velocity 
r p r p r p 
Vortex suction P (mmHg) 0.186 0.050 0.216 0.021 0.118 0.327 
Vorticity (cm2/s) 0.188 0.047 0.205 0.029 0.308 0.009 






In this study, we have demonstrated the following: i) VFM technology can be used to 
measure turbulent intraventricular flow during diastole; ii) VFM parameters are closely 
associated with some but not all  conventional echocardiographic parameters; iii) by 
evaluating early diastole alone, some VFM parameters can discriminate between subjects 
with normal diastolic function and patients with mild and advanced DD in sinus rhythm; and 
iv) some VFM parameters showed the potential to discriminate between HFpEF and Non-
HFpEF patients in AF and were considerably altered compared with those values obtained 
from a control group in sinus rhythm.  
Intraventricular velocity distribution  
In the initial section of our study, we were interested in the distribution of intraventricular 
velocities. We measured velocities tangential to the blood flow at preselected points, from 
the base to the apex of the LV, during the peak of early diastole. These tangential velocities 
were then plotted against the base-to-apex streamline distance, to obtain an LV velocity 
distribution chart. To our knowledge, this technique has never been used before for 
diastolic function assessment.  
 The distribution of intraventricular velocities during the peak of early diastole displayed a 
pattern in line with the current understanding of LV filling physiology (67,68). A rapid surge 
in the velocity was observed in the basal third of the LV cavity, with a steady decrease in 
velocity as the blood moved towards the apex. The increased velocity was characterised by 
two velocity peaks, with the first occurring at the MV leaflet tips and the second occurring 
at the centre of the vortex channel. The spinning, toroidal vortex ring that forms at the 
mitral valve leaflets tips encroaches upon the area available for blood inflow, creating a 
virtual narrowing that pulls blood from the LA and flushes it out towards the apex. The 
position and characteristics of the vortex ring define the central jet velocities and their 
spatial distributions distally towards the apex. Measurements of the maximal velocity at the 
centre of the vortex ring agree with the results of previous studies on animal and human 
models (69,70). At the mid-portion of the LV, we observed a sudden fall in the velocity, 
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coinciding with the exit of the vortex ring, followed by a uniform and linear decrement in 
velocity towards the apex, which we believe is related to LV diastolic function.  
Subjects in sinus rhythm 
In the group of subjects with sinus rhythm, the intraventricular velocity distribution was 
appreciably different among groups. The largest differences in velocity were measured at 
the base of the LV, at the entrance, and in the centre of the vortex ring. Patients with 
advanced DD had the highest velocities, whereas those with mild DD had the lowest, and 
controls had velocities in-between. This finding was generally expected because the 
measured values represent the velocity we normally measure with conventional 
echocardiography, referred to as the E wave. Consequently, VFM parameters near the 
vortex ring correlated strongly with the peak E velocities measured by conventional pulsed 
Doppler. In contrast, the velocities in the apical portion of the LV were less different, 
considerably only between advanced and mild DD groups. Consequently, the calculated 
intraventricular velocity gradient, which represents the drop in the velocity down the 
streamline, between the exit of the vortex ring and the apex, was the most pronounced in 
the advanced DD group, followed by the mild DD group, with the smallest value in the 
control group (Figure 10, right). The observed differences in intraventricular gradients were 
primarily due to large differences in velocities at the exit of the vortex ring and small 
variability at the apex. In the frame in which peak velocity was achieved, at the exit of the 
vortex ring, the measured velocities in the LV apex were not significantly different between 
the control and the advanced DD group (14.4 ± 6.9 vs. 13.0 ± 5.3 cm/s, p = 0.567), despite 
velocities at the vortex exit being significantly higher in the advanced DD group compared 
with those of the other two groups (V_exit = 57.1  18.1 vs. 34.5  8.1 and 30.3  7.9 cm/s, 
respectively). We believe that two explanations for this finding exist. First, in hearts with 
impaired relaxation and restrictive filling, the inflow decelerates abruptly, close to the MV, 
which we know from inflow propagation and velocity dispersion studies (71,72). Second, a 
delay occurs between peak velocity and flow reaching the apex. In normal hearts, during 
early diastole, the energetic untwisting at the apex produces the suction effect that is 
responsible for the peak velocity being reached almost instantaneously along the LV cavity, 
with very little time delay (73).  Such findings were confirmed using invasive studies of 
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animal models (58) and, recently, in the kinetic energy behaviours during early diastole, 
which were observed using magnetic resonance 4D flow (74).  
Suction effects enable the LV to fill rapidly and maintains low end-diastolic pressure, even 
during increased cardiac output (75). In cases of impaired relaxation and/or recoil forces, 
the LV will increase its filling pressure to maintain cardiac output (76). Under such 
circumstances, early diastole inflows encounter higher downstream opposing pressures, 
consuming its velocity in a shorter distance. In fluid dynamics, this phenomenon is known as 
a convective deceleration load and has been linked to elevated LA pressure, E/A ratio 
abnormalities, and HF (77,78). In our study, the GrIV was strongly related to the E/e’ ratio 
(Figure 9), showing the strongest association with the non-invasive estimation of LV filling 
pressure among all tested VFM variables.  
To explain the diastolic function, the constant interplay between the factors that determine 
the LV filling pressure must be considered, including active relaxation processes and recoil 
forces. Many variables are necessary to describe the diastolic function. In the search for 
better parameters, we have combined VFM technology with conventional 
echocardiographic techniques. On the one hand, we demonstrated that the GrIV is closely 
associated with LV filling pressure and correlates poorly with e’. In fact, in our study there 
was no significant difference in GrIV between mild DD in Control group since both groups 
have normal LV filling pressures.  On the other hand, we know that e’ primarily provides 
information regarding LV relaxation forces and is less dependent on LV load. Therefore, we 
enhanced our new GrIV parameter by normalising it for the influence of LV relaxation, 
creating a ratio between the GrIV and e’ (GrIV/e’), which provides a complex parameter that 
can, theoretically, better explain LV diastolic function.  
As expected in the sinus rhythm group, the GrIV/e’ value was the strongest independent 
predictor of DD grade, able to correctly categorise 70.4% of cases. All conventional 
parameters combined can correctly categorise 79.5% of cases; therefore, we believe that 
this parameter has the potential for use in this context. Age, gender, and conventional 
echocardiographic parameters were entered into a multiple ordinal regression; however, 
GrIV/e’ remained the only independent predictor for DD grade (Figure 11).  
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Subjects in atrial fibrillation 
Coordinated atrial contraction contributes up to 20% of the cardiac output in sinus rhythm 
(79). During AF, atrial contractions do not contribute to the end of diastole; therefore, the 
entire stroke volume, regardless of whether it is pulled or pushed, must move from the LA 
to the LV during early diastole. Atrioventricular dyssynchrony alters diastolic filling, which, in 
turn, worsens diastolic function, leads to increased LV filling pressure, and results in the 
symptoms of HF (80,81). Assessing the DD in AF subjects by conventional echocardiography 
is limited by the variability in cycle length, the absence of organized atrial activity, and the 
frequent occurrence of LA enlargement regardless of filling pressures. The assessment in 
clinical practice is  limited to LV  filling pressure assessment by E/e’ and TR velocity. In fact, 
in our study conventional echocardiography, which only measured the velocity at the MV 
leaflet tips, and myocardial relaxation by e', was unable to differentiate between the HFpEF 
and No-HFpEF groups with AF and preserved LV EF (Figure 19).  
Selecting study sample with absolutely normal ejection fraction we hypothesized that heart 
failure symptoms are due to diastolic dysfunction, which could be revealed by VFM 
technology. We found that, velocities at the exit of the vortex channel were the highest in 
the HFpEF group and not significantly different between the AF No-HFpEF and Control 
groups, whereas velocities at the apex did not discriminate between any of the three 
groups. As discussed before in patients with sinus rhythm, velocities in the apex are 
expected to be similar, but due to different causes. Stiff ventricles result in abrupt 
deceleration in blood flow in the distal third of the LV compared to normal ventricles, 
although the velocity at the base might be similar. As a result, the calculated GrIV was 
significantly different only between the HFpEF and No-HFpEF groups. We understand these 
findings through the fact that both No-HFpEF group and Controls had normal LV filling 
pressures and GrIV parameter mainly reflects this component of diastolic function. Once 
corrected for the myocardial relaxation represented by e’, the differences between groups 
became significant. When tested in the AF population GrIV/e’ was considerably higher 
compared with the Control group with sinus rhythm, suggesting that AF, per se, impairs 
diastolic function. Furthermore, GrIV/e’ could easily discriminate between patients with and 
without HF symptoms (Figure 21). Because all tested subjects had normal LV EF, we believe 
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that the measured differences in GrIV/e’ reflect different degrees of DD in the studied 
population.  
 
Intraventricular pressure gradients or diastolic function in colours 
Our study of pressure gradients we showed the ability of VFM technology i) to qualitatively 
reveal differences in intraventricular pressure dynamics during diastole, ii) to measure 
pressure gradients and show their correlations with conventional echocardiographic 
indicators of increased LV filling pressure, iii) to differentiate between subjects with normal 
and abnormal LV diastolic function in sinus rhythm, analysing only early diastole, and iv) to 
discriminate between patients with and without clinical signs of HF in AF. Finally, we 
demonstrated the reliability of a new technology, with good intraobserver and 
interobserver variability.  
In our study, we used VFM technology to visualise intraventricular pressure gradients, like a 
pallet of changing colours. During base-to-apex flow acceleration, the LV base was marked 
as positive, filled with warm colours (red, orange, and yellow), whereas the apex tended to 
be negative, filled with cold colours (navy, to light blue and green), suggesting that the 
intraventricular pressure gradient is directed toward the apex. A frame of disorganised 
colours (coinciding with the peak of E-wave) was followed by flow deceleration and the 
inversion of the colour distribution, indicating that the intraventricular pressure gradient is 
directed toward the base. Studies on animal and human models using both invasive and 
non-invasive measurements have confirmed this intraventricular hemodynamic behaviour 
(82).  
 We attempted to quantify these observed events by defining pressure areas (PAs) and 
relative pressure gradients (rPGs). We created a normalised pressure gradient parameter 
(nPGLV), which is a new parameter that represents not only the absolute value of rPG but 
also the percentage of LV area (volume) subjected to significant rPG.  
In our study, we only included subjects with normal EF and observed that nPGLV during 
acceleration was higher in the Advanced DD group than those in the Mild DD and Control 
groups (Figure 13). The observed intraventricular pressure behaviour is consistent with 
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previous observations that suggested an increase in early diastolic intraventricular pressure 
gradients during volume load, indicating the role of pressure gradients in the redistribution 
of the early filling wave towards the LV basal region (73). Suction-driven LV filling, 
characterised by low LV filling pressure, might result in smaller intraventricular pressure 
gradients during acceleration compared with ventricles in which LV filling is driven primarily 
by increased LA pressure. Acceleration is characterised by the synergy between relaxation 
and recoil forces, with the strong contribution of the latter (14,83). In normal hearts with 
low preload pressures, LV filling occurs first in the apex and then in the base; thus, when the 
MV opens, a base-to-apex flow already exists. Velocity increases in the base and the apex 
almost simultaneously; consequently, a low base-to-apex pressure gradient is expected 
during acceleration (45). This expectation is concordant with our measurements of a lower 
nPGLV in the control group (20.82  12.42 mmHg) compared with the Advanced DD group 
(96.35  61.78 mmHg). Due to increased LV filling pressure (E/e’; 17.4  7.4) and the 
inability of the stiff apex to expand, the pulsed filling wave after MV opening encountered 
non-moving blood in the apex, which we observed as a high base-to-apex intraventricular 
pressure gradient with a large corresponding area. The mild DD group presented nPGLV 
values between the two extremes (38.86  27.95 mmHg) but were slightly more similar to 
the Control group than to the Advanced DD group, likely due to preserved recoil, impaired 
relaxation forces, and low LV filling pressure (E/e’: 7.8  2.17).  
During deceleration, apical pressure began to rise and pressure at the base continued to fall, 
creating an inverse apex-to-base gradient. Here, we observed that the #nPGLV parameter 
presented the largest magnitude in the Advanced DD group (-119.75  79.23 mmHg) and 
the lowest magnitude in the Mild DD group (-36.11  25.41 mmHg), Figure 15.  
As demonstrated by Chung et al. after the peak of early filling velocity (E-wave), relaxation 
forces outperform recoil forces and continue to expand the LV relative to its preload volume 
(84). Because the subjects in the Mild DD group presumably had impaired relaxation and 
low LV filling pressure (E/A = 0.7  0.15, E/e’ = 7.8  2.17), they could not create large #nPGLV 
values and were not able to transport sufficient volume into the LV. This finding agrees with 
our current physiological understanding that maintaining adequate stroke volume requires 
the LV to compensate with strong atrial contractions and a high A-wave velocity at the end 
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of diastole (77). Normal hearts, thus, produce sufficient #nPGLV (-60.34  39.29 mmHg) 
values through intact relaxation and recoil forces, not requiring elevated LV filling pressure 
to transport the necessary volume. In contrast, the subjects in the Advanced DD group, who 
presumably possess weak recoil and relaxation forces, the transported volume depended on 
increased LV filling pressures, only (E/e’ = 17.4  7.40), which we measured as high #nPGLV. 
The ratio of early diastole flow velocity to early diastolic average mitral annulus velocity 
(E/e’) has been shown to be the most accurate non-invasive predictor of elevated LV filling 
pressure (85). Normalized pressure gradient (nPGLV) during acceleration showed the best 
correlation  (r = 0.723, p = < 0.001) with conventional parameter of LV filling pressure E/e’, 
suggesting that changing colours indeed represent different loading conditions and thus 
have potential clinical application. Nevertheless, subjects with nPGLV < 40 mmHg were very 
unlikely to have an increased LV filling pressure or advanced DD.  
Separating AF from HFpEF is difficult, if not impossible, as many studies disagree on the 
HFpEF inclusion criteria (86–88), and we still do not fully understand the complex interplay 
between AF and HFpEF, with several studies showing reduced cardiac output, compromised 
filling dynamics, and reduced exercise capacity among the AF HFpEF population (89–91). 
Having this in mind, our study is inherently limited by the imperfect selection of HFpEF and 
No-HFpEF groups, based on clinical judgments alone. 
In our study, we found that the AF HFpEF group had the highest nPGLV compared with those 
in the other groups (78.4  67.4 vs. 46.8  32.8 and 22.6  18.8 mmHg). However, a 
significant difference was only identified between the AF and sinus rhythm groups (p = 
0.015, Figure 22), and could not discriminate between AF patients with and without HF 
symptoms. This finding could be understood through the assumption that AF HFpEF and No-
HFpEF groups were not perfectly selected and  some patients in No-HFpEF group had 
certain degree of diastolic dysfunction. Another possible explanation would be that nPGLV 
reflects LV filling conditions, instead of LV relaxation properties. In the absence of late 
diastole (A wave), LV filling relies on increased filling pressure, whereas the symptoms of HF 
are affected by other variables, such as LA size, LA fibrosis, HR, and volume load that were 
not considered in our study and are not reflected by nPGLV.  
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Vortex strength  
With this study, we showed that considerable differences exist between groups in terms of 
vortex features. The first important observation was that the vortex requires time to form 
and is fully developed towards the end of early diastole. Second, calculating the vortex 
suction pressures in addition to vorticity, did not provide additional information regarding 
diastolic functional assessments. Third, both measured vortex features appeared to be more 
related to the velocity at which blood enters the LV than to diastolic function or LV filling 
pressure. 
To preserve the continuity of flow after the MV opens, the jet enters the LV, pushing blood 
in front of the jet sideways, out of the way, whereas some of the surrounding blood is 
brought in from behind and enters the vortex ring due to suction forces (92). Once the 
blood is trapped inside the vortex ring, momentum is created that persists even after the 
termination of the inflow jet (93). The roll-up of the shear layers of the inflow jet is 
responsible for the entrainment of the surrounding fluid to form a vortex, explaining the 
evolution of vortex swirling and the relationship between forward blood transport and the 
vortex (94).  
We hypothesised that the LV function would be reflected in the vortex features because 
studies have reported strong relationships between the two (51,95). We measured two 
main parameters; the suction pressure, which is the force through which the centre of the 
vortex pulls the surrounding blood towards the centre and tends to have a positive value,  
and vorticity, which is the angular speed of the vortex swirl. Importantly, both measured 
parameters were significantly different among the groups in sinus rhythm. Patients with 
advanced DD had the highest values of suction pressure, with the fastest swirl, followed by 
the control and mild DD groups (vortex suction pressures of 0.5  0.5 vs. 0.2  0.2 and 0.1  
0.1 mmHg, respectively, p < 0.001, Figure 18). Despite the marked qualitative differences 
between the Advanced DD group and normal hearts, post hoc analyses showed no 
significant differences between the Mild DD and the Control groups. Although we identified 
reasonable correlations with indices of LV filling pressure, the measured VFM parameters 
appeared to associate more strongly with peak E velocity. Our findings are concordant with 
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those reported by Steward et al., who concluded that the vortex is unaffected by diastolic 
impairment (96). 
When the VFM parameters reflecting the vortex strength were applied to the AF population, 
no significant differences were observed among groups (Figure 23). As mentioned above, 
the vortex does not appear to be affected by diastolic impairment and appears to be less 
sensitive to filling pressures than to intraventricular pressure gradients and velocities.  
 
Clinical applications 
Changes in the field of vectors, created by VFM technology, can be used to visualise and 
non-invasively quantify intraventricular fluid phenomena, providing insight into LV diastolic 
function. The ability to directly and non-invasively quantify pressure gradients, 
intraventricular velocities, and vortexes during early diastole in the LV may allow the 
assessment of cardiac function from different perspective and could provide additional 
information regarding the response to pharmacological treatment or the intraoperative 
assessment of surgical interventions. Moreover, VFM showed potential to assess LV filling 
pressure by analysing early diastole alone in patients with AF, however further studies are  
needed to assess current outcomes and explore its usefulness in different types of 
arrhythmias in the future.  
Moreover, both the intra- and interobserver variability were excellent. This high 
reproducibility of the measured parameters increases the potential for these parameters to 
be widely useful because the current assessments of DD and LV filling pressures rely on 
multiple parameters and interobserver variability is generally high.  
 
Study limitations 
In our study, the VFM-derived pressure gradients and velocities were not validated against 
invasive measurements and are based on mathematical assumptions, according to 
intraventricular velocity distributions. However, some invasive validation studies and studies 
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examining particle image velocimetry have shown good agreement against a reference 
technique (46,61).  
The LV is a 3D structure, but our study utilised a 2D vector field to describe intraventricular 
pressure and velocity distributions. This planar simplification may lead to inaccuracies in the 
estimation of pressure area sizes, with corresponding values. However, a simplified 
approach offers important advantages. First, our method is based on the continuity 
equation, and the use of fewer parameters can reduce the errors associated with 
mathematic assumptions. Second, 2D can operate at high spatial and temporal resolutions, 
which are necessary for the accurate estimation of intraventricular pressure gradient fields 
(97). Finally, the through-plane flow has been described to be minor, representing less than 
15% of total flow dynamics (98).  
The definition of normal diastolic function in elderly controversial; thus, we decided not to 
balance groups for age and instead utilised a control group composed of consecutive, 
healthy subjects, with clearly normal diastolic function.  
The suboptimal visualisation of LV walls for speckle tracking and a very high trans-mitral 
velocity for 2D colour Doppler were the most important characteristics that limited image 
processing. However, the first obstacle is also a common limitation for echocardiography, in 
general, whereas the second obstacle was resolved by excluding patients with mitral 








VFM technology can be used to visualise inflow fluid dynamics and to observe and quantify 
less well-known fluid phenomena during the cardiac cycle. During the assessment of early 
diastole, VFM parameters could discriminate between groups with normal diastolic function 
and patients with mild and advanced DD, and the measured parameters were closely 
associated with classical echocardiographic indices of elevated LV filling pressure. The newly 
proposed parameter of the intraventricular velocity gradient to mitral annulus longitudinal 
excursion velocity ratio demonstrated the potential to become a novel marker of diastolic 
dysfunction. When tested on patients with AF, some of VFM parameters showed the 
potential to discriminate between those with and without clinical evidence of HF, albeit the 
normal EF, suggesting a potential association with LV diastolic function.  
In our study, we demonstrated that the intraventricular velocity gradient along the early 
diastolic filling streamline was able to discriminate between groups with different levels of 
DD in sinus rhythm, with good inter- and intraobserver reliability and this variable was also 
associated with tested conventional echocardiographic indices of elevated LV filling 
pressure. Moreover, the intraventricular velocity gradient was higher in patients with AF 
than in a control group with sinus rhythm and was able to discriminate between those with 
and without clinical evidence of HF with preserved EF. The novel composed parameter was 
the strongest independent predictor of DD grade. 
 Only the normalised intraventricular pressure gradient during the acceleration phase of 
early diastole, obtained by VFM, was able to discriminate between groups with normal 
diastolic function and mild and advanced DD and was closely associated with classical 
echocardiographic indices of elevated left ventricular filling pressure. In contrast, the 
normalised intraventricular pressure gradient during the deceleration phase appeared to be 
more strongly associated with peak inflow velocity and was not suitable for diastolic 
function assessment. Similarly, the normalised pressure gradient during the acceleration 
phase of early diastole was significantly higher in patients with AF but could not discriminate 
between those with and without clinical evidence of HFpEF. 
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Vortex strength parameters, described by suction pressure and vorticity could not 
discriminate between groups with normal diastolic function and groups with DD, and, thus, 
appeared to be unaffected by DD. Similarly, these variables proved to be of little value in 
identifying patients with AF. 
Although further studies in a different group of patients remain necessary to validate the 
clinical impacts and prognostic value of VFM-derived parameters, our preclinical study 
revealed the potential of this technology to be used at the limits of conventional 
echocardiography, with particular implications in patients with HFpEF.  
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POVZETEK DOKTORSKEGA DELA V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU (IZVLEČEK) 
 
Uvod 
Diastolična disfunkcija levega prekata je pomemben napovednik hospitalizacij in umrljivosti 
pri bolnikih s srčnim popuščanjem, zato je ocena relaksacije levega prekata klinično 
pomembna. Ehokardiografija ima osrednjo vlogo pri oceni diastolične funkcije, ki skupaj s 
simptomi in znaki ter biološkimi označevalci predstavljajo merila za diagnozo srčnega 
popuščanja z ohranjenim iztisnim deležem. Medtem ko 'sistolično funkcijo' povečini in zelo 
grobo lahko ocenimo z iztisnim deležem levega prekata, je ocenjevanje diastolične funkcije 
bolj zapleteno, saj upošteva štiri glavne in več pomožnih ehokardiografskih kazalnikov, ki 
posredno odsevajo aktivni proces relaksacije, elastičnost in polnitev prekata. Dodatno 
težavo predstavlja odvisnost teh kazalnikov od hemodinamskih pogojev (srčnega ritma, 
srčne frekvence, krvnega tlaka) ter starosti in spola.  
V sinusnem ritmu diastolo glede na srčni cikel delimo na zgodnjo (E-val) in pozno (A-val); 
oblika valov razkriva nenormalno polnitev blage stopnje (oblika motene relaksacije  - E-val je 
manjši kot A-val), zmerne stopnje (oblika psevdonormalizacije – E-val je malo višji od A-vala) 
in hude stopnje (restriktivna oblika polnjenja – visoki, zašiljeni E-val in minimalen A-val). Za 
natančno oceno diastolične funkcije pa je potrebno poleg značilne dvogrbe oblike diastole 
upoštevati še i) hitrost E-vala (E), ii) povprečje hitrosti gibanja septalnega in lateralnega roba 
mitralnega obroča v času zgodnje diastole na tkivnem dopplerju (e') in razmerje E/e', iii) 
velikost levega preddvora (LAVI) ter iv) maksimalni gradient trikuspidalne regurgitacie (TR 
grad), ki odseva sistolični tlak v pljučni arteriji.  
Atrijska fibrilacija je motnja srčnega ritma, ki se tesno prepleta z diastolično disfunkcijo in 
srčnim popuščanjem z ohranjenim iztisnim deležem. Po eni strani lahko diastolična 
disfunkcija zaradi povišanega polnilnega tlaka vpliva na povečanje levega preddvora, ki vodi 
do atrijske fibrilacije, po drugi strani pa atrijska fibrilacija sama – ne glede na stopnjo 
diastolične disfunkcije – vpliva na povečanje levega preddvora; ocena  diastolične funkcije z 
ehokardiografijo je pri posameznikih z atrijsko fibrilacijo zato zelo zahtevna in slabo 
validirana. Neorganizirano krčenje preddvorov se kaže v odsotnosti A-vala in izgubi značilnih 
dvogrbih oblik polnitve v času diastole. Dodatno težavo pa predstavlja tudi neenakost 
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dolžine srčnih utripov, kar močno vpliva na meritve standardnih, zgoraj naštetih 
parametrov.  
Na patofiziološkem nivoju je glavna razlika med normalno in okrnjeno diastolično funkcijo 
ta, da pri normalni levi prekat energetično vsrka kri iz preddvora, medtem ko pri moteni 
diastolični funkciji povišan tlak v levem preddvoru potisne kri v levi prekat. Razlike med 
vlekom in potiskom so kažejo v interventrikularnih gradientih hitrosti in tlakov ter v 
obnašanju vrtincev, ki nastajajo ob mitralni zaklopki v času diastole, vendar jih z 
konvencionalno ehokardiografijo ne moremo opazovati. 
Vektorsko beleženje toka krvi (VFM, iz angl. Vector Flow Mapping) je nova tehnologija, ki z 
združevanjem tehnik barvnega dopplerja in sledenja ultrazvočnega vzorca (ang. speckle 
tracking) omogoča opazovanje in merjenje turbolentnega toka krvi. Glavna prednost VFM 
je, da omogoča merjenje hitrosti toka krvi pravokotno na snop žarkov ultrazvočnega 
aparata. V naši raziskavi smo z VFM želeli neposredno meriti razlike v intraventrikularnih 
pretokih in tlakih ter parameterih vrtinčenja krvi v zgodnji diastoli;  razločevanje stopenj 
diastolične disfunkcije s pomočjo analize zgodnje diastole bi namreč omogočilo oceno 
diastolične funkcije pri posameznikih brez atrijske kontrakcije (tj. v atrijski fibrilaciji). 
 
Hipoteze 
I) Z VFM tehnologijo je mogoče meriti nelaminarne tokove v votlini levega prekata 
v času diastole, izbrani VFM kazalniki pa so statistično značilno povezani z 
konvencionalnimi ehokardiografskimi kazalniki diastolične disfunkcije. 
II) Kazalniki zgodnje diastole z metodo VFM se značilno razlikujejo pri bolnikih z 
normalno diastolično funkcijo, blago okrnjeno diastolično funkcijo ter zmerno in 
hudo okrnjeno diastolično funkcijo levega prekata v sinusnem ritmu.  
III) Kazalniki zgodnje diastole z metodo VFM se značilno razlikujejo pri bolnikih z 
atrijsko fibrilacijo s simptomi in znaki srčnega popuščanja oziroma brez njih. 
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Metode 
V raziskavo smo vključili zaporedne bolnike, ki so prišli v ehokardiografski laboratorij za 
oceno funkcije srčne mišice in so imeli iztisni delež levega prekata >55 %, sinusni ritem ali 
atrijsko fibrilacijo ter odsotnost pomembnejših okvar na zaklopkah. Preiskovance smo –
upoštevaje veljavne evropske smernicah za oceno diastolične funkcije levega prekata –
razdelili v tri skupine: i) blaga diastolična difunkcija (oblika motene relaksacije pretoka krvi 
preko mitralne zaklopke), ii) huda diastolična disfunkcija (oblika psevdonormalnga ali 
restriktvnega pretoka preko mitralne zaklopke) ter iii) kotrolna skupina z normalno 
diastolično funkcijo. Na teh skupinah smo nato testirali predhodno izbrane kazalnike VFM, 
za katere smo predvideli, da lahko prikažejo razlike v različnih stopnjah diastolčne 
disfunkcije levega prekata, in sicer: 
a) Intraventrikularni gradient hitrosti 
b) Razmerje med intraventrikularnim gradientom hitrosti in hitrostjo pomika roba 
mitralnega obroča v času zgodnje diastole 
c) Intraventrikularni gradient tlakov 
d) Moč vrtinca, izražena s tlakom vleka in hitrostjo vrtenja. 
V drugem delu raziskave smo kazalnike VFM, ki smo jih validirali v prvem delu raziskave, 
ocenili pri bolnikih z atrijsko fibrilacijo in ohranjenim iztisnim deležem levega prekata. 
Preiskovance smo razdelili v dve skupini, in sicer i) brez klinične slike srčnega popuščanja 
(bolniki, ki so pršli na redno kontrolo v kardiološko ambulanto brez simptomov ali znakov 
srčnega popuščanja in so bili optimalno zdravljeni z zdravili) oziroma ii) s klinično sliko 
srčnega popuščanja (bolniki, ki so bili nedavno hospitalizirani z vsaj dvema simptomoma 
in/ali znakoma srčnega popuščanja – tj. dispnejo, ortopnejo, oteklinami spodnjih okončin, 
dispnejo, poki nad bazalnimi deli pljuč, napetimi vratnimi venami –, a brez suma na 
miokardni infarkt).  
Vse kazalnike VFM smo izrazili z srednjo vrednostjo in standardnim odklonom; analizirali 
smo razlike med skupinami, ocenili stopnjo statistične korelacije s konvencionalnimi 
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ehokardiografskimi parametri (z metodo po Spearmanu) ter ovrednotili neodvisne 
napovednike polnilnega tlaka (E/e') levega prekata s pomočjo linearne regresije. Posamezne 
kazalnike smo dvojno preverili pri 10 % preiskovancev za določitev ujemanja pri istem 
preiskovalcu in pri različnih preiskovalcih.  
Rezultati 
Vključili smo 121 preiskovancev v sinusnem ritmu: 38 z blago diastolično disfunkcijo, 26 z 
zmerno ali hudo diastolično disfunkcijo ter 57 zdravih z normalno diastolično funkcijo levega 
prekata. Testirani VFM parametri so pokazali: 
a) Intraventrikularni gradient hitrosti (GrIV) se je značilno razlikoval med skupinami; 
najvišjo vrednost smo zaznali v skupini s hudo diastolično disfunkcijo, sledila je 
skupina z blago diastolično disfunkcijo, najnižja pa je bila v kontrolni skupini (13.6  
5.0 vs. 6.8  2.5 vs.5.3  1.9 /s, p < 0.001). GrIV je bil značilno povezan s 
konvencionalnimi kazalniki povišanega polnilnega tlaka levega prekata E/e' (r =0.751, 
p < 0.001). 
b) Razmerje med intraventrikularnim gradientom hitrosti in hitrostjo pomika roba 
mitralnega obroča v času zgodnje diastole (GrIV/e’) se je izkazal kot najmočnejši 
neodvisni napovednik stopnje diastolične disfunkcije (pseudo-R2 = 0.704, p < 0.001), 
močno je bil povezan s konvencionalnimi kazalniki za oceno polnilnega tlaka levega 
prekata, v linearni regresiji pa je pojasnil kar 80,5 % variabilnosti E/e'. 
c) V času pospešitve pretoka v zgodnji diastoli je intraventrikularni gradient tlakov 
(nPG) lahko ločil med različnimi stopnjami diastolične disfunkcije levega prekata; 
največjo vrednost je imel v skupini s hudo diastolično disfunkcijo, nato v skupini z 
blago diastolično disfunkcijo, najmanjšo pa v kontrolni skupini (96.35  61.78 vs. 
38.86  27.95 vs. 20.82  12.42 mmHg, p < 0.001). V času pojemanja pretoka je bil 
viden obrat gradienta tlakov z absolutno najvišjimi vrednostmi v skupini s hudo 
diastolično disfunkcijo, sledila je kontrolna skupina, najnižji pa je bil v skupini z blago 
diastolično disfunkcijo (–119.75  79.23 vs. –36.11  25.41 vs. –60.34  39.29 mmHg, 
p < 0.001).  
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d) Kazalniki, s katerimi smo ocenjevali moč vrtinca v času zgodnje diastole, so bili 
statistično različni med skupinami. V skupini z blago diastolično disfunkcijo je bila 
moč vrtinca najmanjša, sledila je kontrolna skupina in nato skupina s hudo 
diastolično disfunkcijo levega prekata. 
V drugem delu smo vključili 60 bolnikov z atrijsko fibrilacijo in ohranjenim iztisnim deležem 
levega prekata, od tega 29 brez srčnega popuščanja in 31 z izraženimi znaki in simptomi 
srčnega popuščanja. Primerjali smo jih s kontrolno skupino 60 zdravih preiskovancev v 
sinusnem ritmu. Izbrani kazalniki VFM so pokazali: 
a) Intraventrikularni gradient hitrosti (GrIV) se je razlikoval med skupinami s srčnim 
popuščanjem in brez njega v atrijski fibrilaciji ter kontrolami v sinusnem ritmu (11.9 
 8.2 vs. 7.8  4.3 and 5.4  1.9 /s, p < 0.001). 
b) Razmerje med intraventrikularnim gradientom hitrosti in hitrostjo pomika roba 
mitralnega obroča v času zgodnje diastole (GrIV/e’) se je izkazal kot najmočnejši 
VFM-napovednik diastolične disfunkcije; najvišjo vrednostjo smo zaznali v skupini 
bolnikov z atrijsko fibrilacijo in srčnim popuščanjem, sledila je vrednost v skupini z 
atrijsko fibrilacijo brez srčnega popuščanja, najnižja pa je bila vrednost pri zdravih 
preiskovancih v sinusnem ritmu (2.0   1.2 vs. 0.9  0.4 vs. 0.5  0.2 /s, p < 0.001). 
c) V času pospešitve pretoka v času zgodnje diastole je bil interventrikularni gradient 
tlaka (nPG) višji pri bolnikih v atrijski fibriliaciji v primerjavi s kontrolno skupino, 
vendar ni ločil med skupinama s srčnim popuščanjem in brez njega (50.7  32.7 vs. 
72.0  67.2, p = 0.164). V času pojemanja pretoka smo beležili obrat 
intraventrikularnega gradienta tlakov, vendar le-ta ni ločil med opazovanimi 
skupinami.  
d) Kazalniki VFM, s katerimi smo ocenjevali moč vrtica v času zgodnje diastole, so 
nakazovali absolutno največje vrednosti v skupini bolnikov z atrijsko fibrilacijo in 




Tehnologija VFM omogoča beleženje in merjenje nelaminarnih in turbolentnih tokov v 
votlini levega prekata v času diastole. Nekateri kazalniki VFM lahko razločijo med normalno 
diastolično funkcijo ter različnimi stopnjami diastolične disfunkcije, in sicer zgolj z analizo 
zgodnje faze diastole. Hkrati so izbrani kazalniki VFM statistično značilno povezani z 
konvencionalnimi ehokardiografskimi kazalniki diastolične disfunkcije. 
Razmerje med intraventrikularnim gradientom hitrosti in hitrostjo pomika roba mitralnega 
obroča v času zgodnje diastole utegne nadomestiti konvencionalne ehokardiografske 
kazalnike za oceno diastolične funkcije levega prekata v klinični praksi. Le intraventrikularni 
gradient tlakov v času pospešitve pretoka lahko loči med različnimi stopnjami diastolične 
disfunkcije; intraventrikularni tlaki v času pojemanja pretoka ter moč vrtinca namreč nista 
odvisna od diastolične funkcije prekata.  
Nekateri VFM kazalniki ločijo med bolnike s srčnim popuščanjem od bolnikov brez njega 
navkljub atrijski fibrilaciji. To potrjuje njihovo vlogo pri določanju diastolične funkcije levega 
prekata, hkrati pa predstavlja obetavno metodo za ehokardiografsko ocenjevanje 
diastolične disfunkcije, ki presega omejitve atrijske fibrilacije. 
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